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CHAPTER 1

INIEODUCTIOH

PURPOSE AND MEED FOR THE STUDY

Tha purpoa* of tbla study «•• Co examine certain aspecta of tha

role of the agricultural aubj act-natter spectaliat in the Kanaaa Co-

operative Eztenalon Service. It la hoped that this atudjr will be of

help in aore clearly defining tha apadalist role and tbua create bet-

ter underatanding of the apeeialiat poaition and its relation to the

entire Extension organization.

There have been only lioited attempta in tha paat to define the

role of the aabjact-natter apeeialiat in the Kanaaa Extenaion Service.

At praaeatt there is vary little infomatlon available to guide the

new apeeialiat in detemining how hia job ahould be handled. Lack of

clear understanding of the apacialiat's role, however, ia not confined

to naw apeeialiata—it ia all too coannn in experienced apacialiata and

other Extenaion workara. Tat, T. C. Blalock atated that "If an organi-

sation ia to function effectively and efficiently, it is inportant that

there be agreement on what is expected of Individuala occupying different

rolea.' And before there can be agraenent, there nuaC be underatanding.

^. C. Blalock, "Role of the Subject-Matter Specialist," Journal
of Cooperative Extenaion . 1:94, Suaaer, 1963.
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First, an individual mitt have a clear underatandlng of hit own

duties and reaponalbllltlea. Then he must understand the relationship

of these duties and responsibilities to those of the others around hia

in an organization. To do this, he wist have some knowledge of the

duties and responsibilities of these other workers. Mooney and Keiley

said essentially the sane thing when they wrote:

Functional correlation slnply meana that every nember of an

organization must know his duties, the full extent of his duties,

and above all, their exact relation to all aurrounding duties.

It is the neglect of this latter point that so frequently causes

a confusion in functional procedure. This is not only a bar to

organized efficiency, but nay frequently be disruptive of the

harmony and destructive of the morale of the organization itself.^

Agreement on the expected perfomance functions and an under-

standing of the role of each employed individual are difficult to achieve

in any large, rattar complex organization. In the case of the Kansas Co-

operative Extension Service of today, this is made even more difficult

because of constant changea in organizational structure and program con-

tent. These changes sre necessary to meet the shifting demands of an

Increasingly mobile, educated, and diversified society. The "Scope

Report" of 1958 stated:

One consistent characteristic of Extension work has been the

necessity to shift programs and methods to meet ever-changing

conditions and demands. Extension workers have been acutely

^Jaaas D. Hooney and Alan C. Relley, Onward Industry (Hew York:

Harper and Brothers, Publishers, 1931), p. 518.



war* of this nsed froa the beginning. The tempo of such changes
haa been accelerated dramatically during the paat decade. Every
evidence points to an even faster acceleration in the decade ahead.^

Certainly, the changes in organization and programs of the Kansas Co-

operative Extension Service since 1958 would strongly support this

prediction of the "Scope" Coanittee.

Aa axanple of a change affecting the Extension specialist was the

change in organizational structure in 1963 which placed most of the

agricultural specialists administratively within their related subject

matter departments of the University. Before this change, all specialists

were undar tba direction of State Leaders solely within the Extension

organisation. The theory behind this change in administrative direction

of the agricultural specialist was that the department head could bet-

ter coordinate both research and Extension activities.

Although probably few would deny the necessity for change, many

Bxteaaion workers undoubtedly experience difficulty in understanding

the demands that these changea in organization, reaponsibilities, and

programs place upon them. Changes in organization and programs make

it much more difficult for the specialist to understand what is expected

of him by his superiors, his fellow specialists, and the county Extension

agents he serves. Thus, he may frequently lack the clear understanding

of his own role and its relationahip to others within the organization

that is necessary for full effectiveness in his position.

3Subcommittee on Scope and Responsibility, The Cooperative Exten-
tiJlLSgryica Tadayr-A. St-afmwnt oL Scope and. Rpspnnslbmi-y (Washington:
Federal Extension Service, April, 1958), p. 5.



Htlbuc Rlngler •laiBBrtced this problaa by stating:

The liqportance of having each subject matter specialist clearly

uttdarstand his role cannot be over emphasised. His duties, respon-

sibilities, and bis status in the organization should be clearly

dafinad. Lacking full knowledge and requirements of his Job, his

duties, his responsibilities, and his status in the organization,

the specialist can never ba sure of the adequacy of his perfom-
ance, the correctness of his decisions, or his relations with

those with whom be works.

^

Certainly the scope of this study will not provide all the infomatlon

Beaded for the solution to this total problem, but it should contribute

• necessary portion of the over-all needed understanding.

OBJECTIVES

The five objaccives formulated for this study ware as follows

t

1. To dataralna tha relative degree of emphasis that should be

Hlven to certain selected specialist functions as perceived by the

respondent groups—Extension administrators, county agricultural agents,

and agricultural Extension specialists—both collectively and separately.

2. To determine the relative degree of e^taaais that is cux-

rently being given to these selected specialist functions ss perceived

by the three respondent groups, both collectively snd separately.

3. To determine the relationship between the emphaais that

should be given and the emphaais currently being given these specialist

functions as perceived by the three respondent groups, both collectively

Snibur B. Klngler, "Sole of Extension Specialists and their Status

in Relation to Research and Teaching Personnel In Agronomy and Soils De-

partments of the Korth Central Region 1956" (unpublished Ph. D. thesis.

University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1957), p. 2.
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•ad leparataly.

4. to datanln* tha dagraa of asreaaent aaxmg tha agricultural

Bxtenalon tpeclallsta by project groups concerning the relative degree

of eaphasls they believe ahould be given these functions.

5. To determine If there is a relationship between years of ex-

perience as an Extension specialist and the relative degrees of emphasis

that agricultural Extension specialists believa should be placed on these

functions.

DBFiMiriOH or niM

Caxtain taraa ware used in a specific sense for this study and

therefore are defined to provide clarity to the descriptions and

analyses presented.

Agricultural Extension specialist or specialist . The mala subject-

aatter specialists in the Kansas Cooperative Bxtenalon Service iriio are

included In Project III—Agricultural Production, Management and Natural

Kesources Use; Project IV—Marketing and UtillMtion of Agricultural

Producta; and Project VII—CooBnuilty and Public Affairs.

Consensus . The highest percentage of respondents who selected the

same degree of enfhaals for a particular function. High consensus was

considered to be a percentage of 70 or above for any single degree of

eaqihasls. Hadlum consensus was a percentage from SO to 69. Low con«

sensus was a percentage of 49 or below.

Considerable or Conalderably. A difference of four or more ranks.
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County «grlcultural agent or county agent . The county agricultural

agents, assistant county agricultural agents, and male assistant county

Extension agents In the Kansas Cooperative Extension Ser\rlce.

Extension administrator or administrator . The male persons In

Project I—Extension Administration plus all male state leaders, assoelata

•tate leaders, and the academic department heads vlth administrative re-

sponsibilities over agricultural Extension specialists.

Function. A specific activity or group of similar activities

that are done by an Incumbent of a position.

Position. The location of an Individual or group of individuals

within an organization.

Role , vniat an individual does as an occupant of a position within

an organization.

Role expectation or expectation . An evaluative standard applied

to an Incumbent of a position in terms of how the Incumbent should behave

concerning a particular function.

Respondent group . A group of individuals surveyed who occupy

lika positions within the Extension organization.

SCOPE AND PROCEDURE

The Rasaarch Design

The data uaed in this particular study were obtained from a part

of an ovar-all rola study of savan defined position groups within the

Kansas Cooperative Extension Service. These seven position groups were:
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(1) adalnlftratora, (2) diatrict agricultural aganta, (3) dlatrlct home

aeonoadca agents, (4) apedaltata, (5) county agricultural agenta, (6)

county home economics agents, and (7) county 4-H club agents. Thta over-

all study was designed and conducted by a group of Kansas Cooperative

Extension personnel and graduate atudanta of wfalcb the author waa a

member.

The first step In the over-all study vaa the development of a

list of major funetiona for each of the seven position groups. A ques«

tionnalre form waa then developed to allow the rating of theae funetiona,

both aa to the eg^hasia that ahould be given then and tha eaphaais that

waa currently being given them. For the emphasis that ahould b« given,

each function was to be rated by one of five descriptive terma—"no,"

"minor," "intermediate," "important," or 'Wjor." An equal distance

bettreen each such descriptive term waa aasumed and tha numerical values

of one, two, three, four, and five were aaalgned to each of the above

qualitative terma, respectively. The same rating system waa tiaed for

each function as to the enphasis it was currently being given.

The questionnaire form developed waa critically reviewed by Kz-

tansion faculty membera and than pretested on aelected Kanaaa Extension

personnel. Every profesaional Bxtenaion worker in Kanaaa waa then

aent a queationnalre and oaked to rate the functions for his own position

group and those for certain other position groups with which he was most

closely associated. For example, admlniatratora were askad to rate the

funetiona for themaelves, specialiata, and district agricultural agenta.

$0>..' '..C'..:.
i. j t
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Tin peclaliats ware Mked to rate functions for tbenselvea, admlnta-

trators, county agricultural aganta (county homa econoolca agents In-

stead If tbey were wonen specialists) , and county club agents. The

county agricultural agents were asked to rate functions for thenselv«a,

county hooe economics agents, county club agents, district agricultural

agents, and specialists.

This particular study utilized only a part of the data collected

in the over-all study. It was confined to an examination of Che role

of the male agricultural Extension specialists In the Kansas Co-

eparative Bztansion Service. This included all male specialists in

rroject III, Project IV, and Project VII. It was assuned that this

group of specialists represented a relatively hosngeneous group for

purposes of exanination of the broader, more general aspects of the

specielist role.

This study is primarily descriptive in nature. The role of the

specialist was "ifwiM"^'' in teraa of fourteen major functions that were

Identified from literature, research studies, and the practical ex-

perience of Kansas BxCension personnel. The expectations of Extension

administrators, county agricultural agents, and the specialists them-

selves concerning these fourteen functions were compared and analyzed.

The fourteen specialist functions considered were as follows:

1. Acting as an on-call source of Infomiation for agents to

pbooe or write on problems.
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2. Backing up county prograns vlth suitable ctatewlde publicity

In the form of newa rsleases. radio talks, TV programs, or other aiass

madia techniques.

3. Perfonnlng direct service type activities, such as making

visits to an Individual farm, home, or firm.

4. Serving as a rasourca person to agents and county KxtensloB

councils in county program development.

5. Advising research staff on the research needs and problea*

determined in the field.

6. Training agents ia subject matter, its application, and

methods of presentation.

7. Helping agents evaluate projects that have been carried out

in specific subject matter areas.

8. Holding public meetings.

9. Acting In a liaison capacity between Extension and industries

in their field on new projects, recommendations, marketing, field tests,

and research findings.

10. Developing an Interest at the county level In the specialist's

subject-matter area where there is a need for this specialty.

11. Developing and supplying to agents visual aids, leaflets,

bulletins, and other materials that could be uaed by agents in carrying

out county programs.

12. Training lay leadera in subject matter, its application,

and methoda of presentation.
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13. Reporting program progress and aeccopllsbaants.

14. Keeping up to date on pertinent new developaents and research

In his subject matter area.

For brevity and ease of reference, a standard set of abbreviations for

the fourteen functions is used throughout the test. These abbreviations

arc shorn In Appendix A.

Collection of the Data

The data used In this study were collected by mall questionnaire

as part of the previously described over-all role study of the Kansaa

Cooperative Extension Service. As the questionnaires were returned,

they were checked, numbered, and all data were punched and verified

on IBM cards. Sufficient Information was Included on the face data of

the questlonnalrea to allow needed identification and categorisation of

the responses. However, no provision was made in the questionnaire to

enable identification of Individual respondents by name (see questionnaire

in Appendix B).

Vhen all of the data for the over-all study had been punched, the

author sorted out all of the responses that rated the specialist functions.

These were further sorted to eliminate all responses but those of the

three respondent groups set forth In the definition of tarms: (1) Exten-

sion adolnistratora, (2) agricultural Extension specialists, and (3)

county agricultural agents. It should be noted perhaps that this study

did not include the responses of specialists in Project II (Information),

Project V (Hoae Econonica), and Project VI (4-H). The selected carda were
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proceaaed through the Kansas State University coin)utlng center. The

coin)uter program utlllaed gave by respondent groups the ratings of each

specialist function by nuiri>crs, percentage distributions, and oean

weighted scores.

Table I shows the number of responses to the questionnaire on

specialist functions as compared to the number of responses possible

for the three respondent groups.

TABLE I

HIMBU AMD PES CBKC (V RBSFOHSE BT POSITION GSOOP

Position Group

Questionnaires
Sent

Questloaaairas
Keealvad

Per cent

Extension Administrators 20 11 55

Agricultural Specialists 83 19 95

Agricultural Agents 126 106 84

Total 229 196 86

The relatively poor response on the part of admlnistrstors was

probably due to several factors. There nay have been aoae alsundar-

•tandlng on the part of a few who decided that the only functions they

should rate ware those of the administrator. A possibly larger factor

may have been that a number of peraons in the administrator category

were academic department heads who had only recently aasumed adatnis-

tratlv* responsibilities over agricultural Extension specialists. Some
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of thaae people najr have decided thaC they were not yet faalUar enough

with the work of Extenalon speclallets to rate the apeclallat functlona.

Freaentatlon and Analyals of the Data

Xba reapondenta In this atudy ware aaatioed to repreaeat for all

practical purpoaea the total unlverae of the three aelected reapondent

groupa (admtnlatratora, apedaltata, and county agenta) within the Kanaaa

Cooperative Extenalon Service rather than a aanple. Thua, varloua

deacrlptlve atatlatlcal tachnlquaa were oaed to analyse the data In-

cluding mean weighted acorea, ranklnga, percentage dlstrlbutlona, Spear-

man'a Sank Correlation Coefflclenta, and Kendall'e Coefficients of

Concordance.

The data was analysed on tha basla of tha nuaarical values aaalgned

to tha daacrtptlva tema or ratings of the varloua apeclallat functlona.

An over-all mean weighted acore waa determined for each function by

averaging acorea of all the reapondenta. Also, mean scores by each of

the three reapondent groupa waa detemlnad for each of the functlona.

Tha speelallat functlona were than ranked by these naan acorea and com-

parlaona made among the respondent groups, both aa to what they believe

the emphasis should be and what they believe the emphasis currently Is

on the specialist functions. Table II ahowa tha dlatrlbutlon of reapond-

anta by their type of poaltlon.
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TABLX II

DISTKIBOrlON or KESFOWnillS BT TYR OT KSIXIOH

Frequency Distribution

Respondent Group Number Per cent

Administrators 11 6

Specialists 79 40

County Agents 106 54

Total 196 100

In Baking coi^arlsona between specialist project groups, only

two groups were used. Respondents In Projects IV and VII were combined

because Project VII represented too small a group to analyse separately.

Since all the specialists In these two projects were agricultural econ-

omists, this was a logical combination. Of the seventy-nine specialist

respondents, sixty-five or 82 per cent of them were Project III specialists.

Table III shows the distribution of specialist respondents ac-

cording to categories of specialist experience listed on the question-

naire form. For analysing the relationship between years of specialist

experience and the ratings of specialist functions, only three experience

categories were used: (1) less than one year, (2) one year but less

than sis, and (3) six years and over.



TABLE III

DISTKIBUIION OF SPECIALIST SBSPONDENIS

BY TBAKS or SFBCIALIST EXPERIENCE

Prequencv Dlttrlbution

Yc«ra of Specialist Experlenca Number Per cent

Leaa than 1 year 9 11

I year but leaa than 6 38 48

6 years but less than 11 11 14

II years but less than 16 10 U
16 years but less than 21 S •

21 years and over 6 8

Total 79 100

Limitations of the Study

The scope of this study has been Halted to the role of the male

agricultural Extension specialist In the Kansas Cooperative Extension

Service. It was further confined to examining the specialist role In

terms of fourteen selected major functions.

It was realized that many different groups, both inside and out-

side of the Kansas Extension Service, Influence to varying degrees the

agricultural Extension specialist's role. However, It was Impossible

In a study of this scope to examine the expectations of all these dlf>

ferent groups concerning the specialist. This study, therefore, was

limited to the expectations held by Extension administrators, county



agricultural agent* , and the apactallata th—

a

lv.

No atteapt haa baan made to generalise the ftndlnga, conclualont,

or recoanendationa of thli atudy beyond the aeope of the Kanaa* Co-

operative Extension Service.

tk i=.



CHAPIBR II

SKVISH or THE LnESATUKE

The review of literature made for thla study Involved a critical

review of past and current statements, articles, books, and research

concerning tha rola of the Extension subject-mattar specialist. Fran

this, detenalnatlon was made of what subject areas are not yet investi-

gated or are only partially investigated, and thus still need research.

A review was also made of literature concerned with the role concept and

its approach to studying a particular Job. Tha main purposes of this

review of literature were to sharpen the focus of the proposed study and

to help in developing a research nodel or fraaework for conducting it.

BACKGROUND Ot THE SPECIALIST ROLE

The fundamental task of Cooperative Extension is "to help... rural

faadlias help themselves by applying science, whether physical or social,

to the daily routines of farming, honeaaking, and family and comnunity

living."^ The basic "grass roots" element of the Cooperative Extension

Service Is the county agent and the success of Extension work must ba

measured In terms of the effectiveness of the county agent.

^Edmund deS. Brunner snd B. Hsln Pao Tang, Rural America and the
Extenalon Service (New York: Bureau of Ihibllcatlons, Teachers College,

Columbia University, 1M9), p. 1.
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The county agent of today nuat be veraattle to aatlafy the ever

Ineraaaingly vide variety of denanda and naeda of the people be aervea.

It la naturally tnpoaalble for any one peraon to keep abreaat of the

conatantly growing vaat body of knoHledge made available through nodem

reaearch. Yet, the very nature of the county agent 'a job aeena to demand

that he do ao. It la the Job of the aubjeet-natter apadallat to aaalat

the county agent In the dlaaaalnatlon of thla knowledge to the people of

the atate, and thua make a aeemlngly Impoaelble Job poealble. Since the

apeciallat haa one particular aubject for which he la reaponalble, he

ahould be able to keep current on new developmenta In hia field and

achieve a coapetency in that particular area that aeldom can be expected

of an agent becauae of hla broader aubject matter reaponaibllltiea.

The neceaalty for having aubj ect-matter apedallata to aaalat

the county agent waa recognized from the early beginnlnga of Cooperative

Extsnalon work, Brunner and Tang wrote: '*There...came into eziatence,

almoat with the inception of the Ixtenelon Service, the poaitlon of

'apeciallat.' Each auch peraon deala with a aingle area of aubject mat-

2
ter or poaaibly a few cloaely related areaa."

In 1921 the report of the Conoittee on Ixtenaion Organization and

Policy at the annual oeeting of the Land Grant College Aaaoeiation !»•

eluded the following atatenent:

^Ibld., p. 45.
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A fundamental principle underlying extension work la that the
agricultural college and experiment station and the United States

Department of Agriculture have something to extend. If this prin-
ciple Is correct. It than makes necessary the employment of subject-

matter specialists vho shall represent the subject-matter depart-
ments of our colleges and stations and the United States Department
of Agriculture and who shall assist the county agents In organising
and forwarding their subject-matter programs. These specialists
are absolutely necessary to the greatest success of county agent

work, and to all cooperative extension work. We recommend that
in reports of acconplishnents the work done by specialists shall
be recognized and their place In the organization shall be clearly
shown.

3

Writing of Extension's development during the period of 1915-

1937, rddy stated that:

. • • Tbe_subJ ect-matter £f agriculture bad become so specialized
that he /the county agen^ was no longer able to be the technical
advisor ready to offer some solution to every farm problem. In-

stead be had become an administrator of a large and expanding
county program. To assist him In the technical phases of his
work, the colleges sent out 'specialists' in particular fields,
representing most of the teaching areas of the college. As new
subjects were developed, specialists were added. Whereas in
1914 there had been approximately 221 full and part-time special-
ists, by 1924 the number had grown to 850.^

As the Cooperative Extension Service grew, the need for aore

specialists also continued to grow. Brown and Vandeberg wrote ia

1959 that:

Of the almost 15,000 employees in the Cooperative Extension Service,
about 2,200 are specialists. These people are the connecting link

%. Roy Reid and M. C. Wilson, Functions and Activities of Stste
Extension Specialists . Extension Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Circular 89 (Washington: Government Printing Office, September, 1933),

p. 3.

Edward Danforth Eddy, Jr., Collegea for Our Land and Time (New
York: Harper and Brothers, 1957), p. 177.
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batvaan raaearchara and county agents. Thts conBunlcation channel

nuat operate affectively, otherwlae the agenta at the end of the

Una will be operating below par.

5

Brunnar and Tang aunoaxlsed the Job of tb« apeelallst In the

fellowtng MUiner:

. . . apadaliata are the professional liaison between the county

agents, the agricultural colleges, the expsrlnent stations, and

the United States Department of Agriculture. They are analysts

and Interpreters of scientific knowledge and factual information.

They are dlapansers of subjecfmiattar Infomation in their own

fields, simplifying and clarifying this infornation so as to

enable the people to understand and apply It to their every-

day affairs, whether on the farm, in the home, or in marketing

procedures or organization of the conmunlty for soma desired

end. 6

Brunner and Yang added further that;

. . . Ihey /specialietsj sre vitally related to county agenta,

their first resource on any problems on which additional infor-

mation may be needed. They are ejqjfcctad to bring new infor-

mation, pertinent in given county situations, to the attention

of the agents and of fellow nembers of the state ataff who aay

be concerned.'

Speaking on the role of aubject-natter speciallata, John I.

Kutchison, Dtreetor of the Texas Agricultural Bxtenslon Sarvlea,

•aiphaslsed their value when he said:

^mory J. Brown and Gale Vandebarg, "The Job of tha Bxtenslon

Spedaliat la Changing," County Agent and Vo^g Teacher . June, 1959,

p. 13.

Brunnax, a£. ctt. , pp. 45-46.

'ttld., p. 46.
'
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... I should say in the beginning that in ny Judgement that no

category of staff has contributed more to the success and ef-

fectiTCness of the Cooperative Extension Service than have

subject-natter specialists. They are largely responsible for

the very high confidence level people have in Extension infor-

iiiatlon.°

It would ••em from a raviaw of th^ Utaratura that th^ nead for

•p^dallats in Cooperative Extension work has never been seriously

questioned, but the degree to which their role will continue to grow

la th« future ••«)• to be more open to question.

One viewpoint was expressed in the 1948 Joint Committee Report On

Extension Programs . Policies , and Goals :

. . . The 'specialist' approach to individual problems of the farm,

the home, and the family has become conventional in extension

work. It has experienced varying degrees of effectiveness. It

may have a definite and significant place in the future. But

there Is reason to consider this approach with particular care

In light of the current needs for to extension program of wide

•cope.^

The committee then expressed the opinion that:

... with the varied expansion of scientific knowledge, and the

desirability in many areas of some diversification, the average

farm family needs the help of more generalists rather than of

more specialists. They need a competent interpreter and inte-

grator of usable facts. ^^

"John E. Hutchison, "the Changing Role of the Extension Subject-

Matter Specialist" (talk presented to Agricultural and Home Economics

Specialists bi-monthly Staff Conference, College Station, Texas, January

16, 1961), p. 1. (Mlnaographed.)

^Jolnt Coimittee Report on Extenaton Program* . Policies, cod Goals .

U. S, Department of Agriculture and Association of Land Grant Colleges and

Universities (Hashingtoni GovvriaMnt Printing Office, 1948), p. 38.

^°Ibld.. p. 39.
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It Ibould perhaps b« noted Chat to date there ha« been no ap-

parent let up in the eoployioent o£ subject-matter specialists by Exten-

sion. As Harvey pointed out, "In order to meet the demands for more

specialized work. Extension has created positions in new subject areas

and has increased specialist personnel in many of the established sub-

reas."

A Viewpoint somewhat different from that of the camnittee was

expressed by Hutchison:

Extension specialists in agriculture and home economics must be

increasingly veil trained and technically competent since they set

the standard for the technical quality of our programs In the field.

Agriculture Is big business today. Farmers are no longer satis-

fled with information given In generalities; they want to delve

deeper—they are Interested in specifics. If we are not able to

provide this kind of information, they will by-pass us. Programs

developed without specialists' assistance are not likely to have

sufficient depth to be challenging enough, and certainly such

programs are not likely to reach the potentials that are possible

In a specific subject-matter area, 12

Blalock supported Hutchison's viewpoint when ha wrote:

As specialization Increases and agriculture becomes more highly

technical, there may be an Increasing number of instances of farmers

by-passing the local agent. One who Is forced by the nature of his

responsibilities to be a generallst cannot also act as a technical

expert in several fields. As the 'stakes get bigger* the farmer is

going to be content only with the latest information. Unless the

specialist keeps up to date, the farmer may even by-pass him and go

John Jackson Harvey, "A Comparative Analysis of the Functions

of Specialists in the Cooperative Extension Service, by Broad Subject

Areas" (unpublished Ph.D. thesis. University of Wisconsin, Madison,

1961), p. 118.

Hutchison, 0£. cit. , pp. 2-3.
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directly to the research worker. The practicality of the taak

of training county workers in all phases of technology must be

faced. 13

In 1958 the Extension CoTanittec on Organization and Policy ap-

pointed nine task forces of Extension leaders to correspond with the

nine prograsi areas outlined in the "Scope Report."^ These task forces

wars ask«d to outline for thalr raspactiv* program areas a statement on

subject isatter, clientele. Extension responsibilities snd objectives,

how these are to be acconplishsd, snd requirements if Extension is to

accoiif>lish them. The resulting published report, A Guide to Extension

Progrsns for the Future, is perhaps the aost co^rehensive and widely

accepted statement to date on Extension programs—past, present, and

future. Concerning the specialist in future Extension work, this re-

port included the following statement.

The Extension staff of the future will have mora specialised

personnel at every level .

Many counties or geographic areas will have specialist-agents

working with one kind of farming, one aspect of marketing, one

area of family living or youth development, or some other special

Interest.

Specisllsts will, of course, work together perhaps even more

closely than in the past, lending Individual skill and knowledge

to the group effort. Yet state staffs will probably see a higher

degree of specialization than ever before. Marketing, for ex-

ample, may need the services of men snd women trained in fielda

as varied as bacteriology, industrial engineering and retail

sales. Conservation nay require talents aa specialised as those

l^Blalock, o^. cit. , p. 97.

lA
Subconnittaa on Scops and Raaponaibtllty.
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of the forMt eoologist, the land economlat, or the economic

geographer. And in the counties varying degrees of speclall-

Eatlon among Extension personnel may be required to fill

peculiar needs. ^^

Judging from the llteratura that was reviewed, there seeos to

be with few exceptions a consensus of opinion that the subject-matter

specialist will continue to play an Increasingly Important role In

future Cooperative Extension work. The only real question seems to

be one of exactly how this Increasingly important role should be

played.

THE ROLE CONCBR

"People do not behave In a randan manner; their behavior Is

influanoed to soae extent by their own expectations and those of

others in the group or society In which they are participants."^^

In recent years the role concept has cone into quite popular

use and acceptance in the analysis of jobs and of what Is expected of

persons in these Jobs. Based on works such as those of Linton,"

^^Bryant E. Kearl and 0. B. Copeland (eds.), A Guide to Extension

Programs for the Future (Raleigh: Agricultural Extension Service, North

Carolina State College, July, 19S9), p. 46.

^^Neal Gross, Ward 8. Mason, and Alexander V. McEachern, Explora-

tions is Role Analysis (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1958),

p. 17.

"Ralph Linton, The Study of Man (Mew York: Appleton-Century

Company, Inc., 1936).
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Newcomb,'^^ and P«r«OM,^' the role concept Is contimioutly being rede-

fined end expanded as more and more u»e la being nade of 1C«

In their book on role analyala. Gross, Mason, and Mclachem

stated that:

The role concept. In Its present most frequent usage, focuses

ettentlon on Ideas of central Importance to the several social

sciences. One of these is that human behavior Is influenced to

sone degree by the ezpectatlors individuals hold for themselves

or which other Individuals hold for them. Another Is that a

person's locations or positions in social structures influence

the kind of social relationships in which he is Involved and

the evaluative standards he or others apply to his behavior.

Derivative from these is the basic proposition that human be-

havior Is In part a function of the positions an individual

occupies and the expectetiona held for incumbents of these

positions.^"

One of the first steps in nearly all studies involving the role

concept is to differentiate between the two terns, role and position.

Although there is frequent variation in the wording, there is rather

uniform agreement on the essential meaning and distinction between

these terms.

In his book. The Study of M^, Linton substituted the term

statua for poaitlon when he wrote:

''Theodore M. Hewcon*, Social Psychology (Mow York: The Drydan

Press, 1950).

1951).

^'ralcott Parsons, The Social System (Glencoe: The Free Press,

'^Gross, OE. clt. , p. 319.
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A rola rapresenta the dynamic aipect of a atatua. The indi-

vidual la aociall; aaalgnad to a atatua and occupiea it with re«
lation to other statuses. When he puts the rights and duties

which conatitute the atatua into affect, he ia performing a
role. 2

I

Paraons also used the term status when he gave the following

dafinitiona:

. . . there is the poaitional aspect—that of where the actor in

queation ia 'located* in the aoeial ayatem relative to other actora.

Thia ia what we call hia atatua . which ia hia place in the relation-

ahip ayatem eonaidered aa a atructure. ... On the other hand there
ia the procesaual aspect, that of what the actor does in his rela-
tions with others seen in the context of ita functional aignificance
for the aoeial ayatem. It is thia which we ahall call hia role.^^

Mewcoiab explained the terma in the following manner:

A poaition . . . ia aomething atatic; it ia a place in a structure,
recognised by raerabera of the aoclety and accorded by them to one or

more indlvlduala. A role, on the other hand, ia something dysamic;
it refers to the behavior of the occupants of a position—not to all
theii. behavior, as persona, but to what they do aa occupant a of the
poaition .

Rolea and poaitlona are thua inaeparable. A poaition haa no
meaning without its accompanying role, and any given role appliea
only to peraona who occupy a atated poaition in a atated group or
aoclety. To each position its role, and to each role its position.

Newcond) than went on to elaborate:

23

Roles thus represent ways of carrying out the functiona for which
poaitlona exiat—waya which are generally agreed upon within whatever
group recognizee any particular poaition and role. But not all the
thinga that all occupanta of any particular poaition do are equally

HLlnton, og. clt. , p. 114.

*^Faraona, og. clt . . p. 23. - ;-<

23
Neweoiab, og. clt«. p. 280.
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essenclal in carrying out tha functions of that position. Soaie of

the things that occupants of a position do In taking thalr rolas

are essential, but some are not; some of them may actually i"*""

fare with the functions which are supposed to be performed.**

If role and position are inseparable, role and expectations are

nearly as difficult to separate. Most writers seen to prefer studying

role in terms of expectations. Gross defined an expectation as "an

25
evaluative standard applied to an incumbent of a position. He then

went on to define a role as "a set of expectations spiled to an Incua-

bent of a particular positloo."'"

Sargent wrote that:

A person's role is a pattern or type of social behavior which

saaas sltuationally appropriate to him in terms of the denand and

espactatione of those in his group. 27

Jacobson used the following definition of role: "A set of ex-

pectations which others share of the behavior an individual will ex-

hibit as an occupant of a position, or ststus category."*^

'^Ibid. . p. 281.

*^ross, og. ctt.. p. 67.

^^Ibid . . p. 67.

^^Stansfeld Sargent, "Conceptions of Kole and Ego in Contemporary

Psychology," Social Psvehology at the Crossroads . John H. Rohrer and

Muzafer Sherif, editors (New York: Harper and Bros., 1951), p. 360.

2^ugene Jacobson, W. W. Charters, Jr., and Seymour Lleberman, "The

Use of the Kole Concept in the Study of Coiqilex Organisations," Journal

of Social Issues . 7:19, 1951.
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For the purposei of Chli study, the author accapted tha dafl-

nltlon of rola uaad by Treat: '%niat an Individual does as an occupant

of a position within an organisation."*' This definition was preferred

because it allowed the examination of the specialist role both in teros

of expectations and of present behavior.

If there is agreement on the inportance of expectations in rola

study, the next question should obviously be one of whose expectations

should be considered. The persons or groups of persons whose expecta-

tions are relevant to the study of a particular rola are known as rola

deflners for that particular position.

Gross stated that "^f a particular position has no meaning apart

from other positions. It la necessary for an Investigstor , In focusing

on one position, to specify the other positions with which his analysis

will be concerned,"*'

In his study of the role concept in complex organisations,

Jacobson wrote:

The definition of role in terras of shared expectations must

take account of the question of whose expectations are relevant.

... In hierarchical organizations, at least three . . . groups

should receive consideration. One is composed of persons who oc-

cupy like positions. Another is composed of persons who have a

high degree of functional interdependence with the position in

question. A third is eoiif>osed of persons who do not have direct

99
Curtis Trent, "The Administrative Role of the State 4-H Club

Leader in Selected States—A Study In Role Perception" (unpublished

Ph. 0. thesis. University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1961), p. 4.

«0
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functioiuilly interdependent rel«tionBhip« with the position, but

vho n«»erthel««e are related to it through > concern with the

fomuletion and implementation of the broader purpoaea of the

organisation.^^

Concerning the practical aapectt of determining role definera

for a poaition, Groaa pointed out that:

... a poaition cannot be completely described until all the

other positions to which it is related have been specified. Of

course a con^lete relational apecification is a limiting case

with which it would be impossible to deal empirically. For a

given research problem it may be necessary to take into account

only a limited set of counter position. 3*

In their article on the Job of the Bztenaion apecialiat. Brows

and Vandeberg liated four groupa of people who helped decide what the

apecialiat does: "(1) the specialiata themselves, (2) the reaidont

reaearchers, (3) the extension adminiatratora, and (4) the county ex-

tenalon Btaff."'^

For the purpoaea of thia atudy, Bztenaion adminiatratora, Bala

apecialiata in Projecta HI, IV, and VII, and county agricultural agenta

were conaidered aa role dafinara for the poaition of agricultural Ex-

tenaion apecialiat.

An aasuHvtion or concept baaic to moat role studies is the one

•f role concenaua. Jacobaon, Chartera, and Lieberman wrote that:

'^Jaeobaon, at. sit., p. 20.

^^Groaa, o£. eit.. p. 51.

^^rown and Vandaberg, og. e^., p. 12.
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The March for Inilghe* Into the functioning of complex orgenl-

zatlont has led to the davelopinent of a variety of syatematic

frameworks within which organisations nay be described and meas-

ured. One of the approaches u»«d stems from the conmon observa-

tions that people in orEaniiatlocs tend to have relatively uni-

form expectations about the behavior of persons In various posi-

tions and that the behavior of these persons is Interpreted in

tarns of such expectations. 3^

Newcomb suggested that:

When we study human behavior in terms of roles, we are looking

at its public, or shared aspects.

When we talk about role ve are referring to a set of behaviors

which are expected of everyone In a particular position, regard-

less of who he is. When we use this concept we are not referring

to the known ways in which people differ as they take the same

roles, or to the variations In their motives and attitudes as

they do so. Role is strictly a sociological concept; it pur-

posely ignores individual psychological facts. ^^

Certainly without some degree of consensus on what Is expected

of a person In a particular position, any statistical analysis of ex-

pectations concerning that position would be extreinely difficult, if

not liqposslble.

It is interesting to note, however, that role consensus is not

only a study concept—it is considered by many to be a very practical

and desirable objective to try to achieve. "If an organization is to

function effectively and •fficlantly," wrote Blalock, "It is Important

Jaeobson, o^. clt«. p. 18.

^^NsHCoab, 22. cl£., p. 328.



that ttura be agreement on what la expected o£ Individuals occupying

different roles. ••36

Jaeobson, Charters, and Lleberman pointed out a real value In

role consensus when they wrote:

The system of shared expectations In a formal organisation

can be looked upon as the basis for the behavior of Individuals

in the organisation and for their Interpretations of the be-

havior of others. Thus, the degree of integration existing

within an organisation at any tine stems in part from the de-

gree of consensus or sharing of expectations about the be-

havior of people who occupy various positions. 37

REIATKD LnERATUSB

The author found a number of publications, formal and informal,

that discussed to some degree ttie specialist's Job in Cooperative Ex-

tension work. The 1948 Joint Committee Report on Extension Frograms .

Policies, jnd Goals described the specialist's job in the following

Their main functions are to keep abreast with the latest knowl-

edge in their fields of specialisation and to serve as liaison per-

sons between county extension workers and the sources of new sub-

ject matter; to keep county workers advised of new scientific de-

velopments and their application to local problems; and to trans-

late such findings into the form of effective teaching tools which

the local agents may use in their educational programs. In co-

operation with the supervisory staff, they perform a very valuable

3^1alock, og- £4£«. P- 94.

37
Jaeobson, ^, c^. , p. 20.

'\1::
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•arvlc* through conducting organised training schools for county

extension workers and local leaders. 38

In their coin>rehensive book on Cooperative Extension Work . Kelsey

and Hearne listed flva broad group functions parformed by subject-

natter specialists: "planning functions, training functions, direct

teaching, field studies to Increase the effectiveness of the irork in

their respective subject-matter lines, and preparation of teaching

oatarials.*^^

Kelsey and Reame went on to list the following specific duties

of specialists

i

1. Keeping state and county extension workers up-to-date with

regard to the findings of science and their application to the

solution of farm and home problems.

2. Serving as a bridge between subject-matter research depart-

ments and field extension workers; interpreting the results of re-

search in terms of desirable farm and hone practices,

3. Asseodbling and analysing facts, clarifying problems in the

subject-natter field, studying the status of his enterprise through-

out the state and the nation.

4. Helping county agents to develop sound county and comaunity

programs In which subject matter Is correlated to best serve the

Interests of the farm and home as a family unit.

5. Assisting agents in the effective use of teaching methods

peculiarly adapted to the subject matter Involved.

36
Joint Connlttee Report, sSL' £i&*> P« "•

^^Lincoln David Kelsey and Cannon Chiles Hearne, Cooperative

Extension Work (third edition; Ithaca, New York: Constock Publishing

Associates, 1963), p. 73.



6. Sacking up the county programs with suitable state-wide

publicity, popular bulletins, form letters, notion pictures, filo

strips, slides, exhibits materials, and other teaching aids.

7. Making studies to determine successful and unsuccessful

methods of organising and conducting extension teaching in the

particular subject-matter field.

8. Outlining measuring devices and procedures applicable to

the subject-matter problems being attacked and assisting agents in

their use.

9. Handling direct teaching of rural people within the county

In such a manner as to strengthen the position of the county worker

and enable him better to meet subject-matter problems arising after

the specialist's departure.^

The 1960 "Organisation Plan and Duties for Kansas Extension Ser-

vice" outlines the following respanslbillties of subject-matter special-

ists:

1. Training of county Extension agents in subject-matter and

in methods of presenting subject-matter in the specific specialties

which they represent.

2. Assisting county Bxtensten agents in developing sound county

programs in the subject matter fields which they represent and co-

ordinating these programs on a statewide basis for the most ef-

fective teaching.

3. Interpreting research results in terms of desirable farm and

hoiBS practices. Also presenting farm and home problems requiring

research to the proper departments of the University.

4. Supporting county programs with suitable state-wide publicity

and information in the form of radio, T.V. presentations and materials,
popular bulletins, news stories, exhibits, slide sets and other teach-

ing aids in their subject matter field.

5. Promoting cooperation with state and regional subject matter

or enterprise groups. This Includes such groups as livestock breed

associations, crop inprovsaent groups, fertiliser Industries and etc.

**Ibld., pp. 74-75.
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6. CoordiMtlng Extension activities with their specific subject-

matter departments In the University and with other state and federal

agencies such as SCS, ASC, FHA, State Board of Agriculture and etc.

7, Keeping the Director advised, through their appropriate state

leaders, of problems e:cistlng in their eubject-aatter fields and

assisting in the evaluation of educational programs to dissolve

these problems.^1

Host of the other publications examined concerning the specialist's

rola indicate that formal listings of duties would be essentially the

•ana as those listed above. There were, however, aeveral articles that

pointed out soma rather interesting factors that idght tend to Influence

how the spaclallst actually operates within his role.

In their article on the Extension speoiaUat in Rural Sociology .

Brown and Deekena pointed out:

The Cooperative Extension Service does not fit the pattern of

the formally organized bureaucracy with a hierarchy of offices In

which channels of authority are clearly defined and offices have

subordlnate-superordlnate relationships. In general, the spedal-
iat feels the administrator is his 'boss,' but directions are given

by the county staff. In fact, it would seem that the specialist

occupiea a dysfunctional position, caught between the expectations

of the administrator and county staff, both of whom exercise

authority over the apecialist, but in a different manner.

The administrator is a source of reward for the specialist,

concerning raises in rank and salary. But the county staff is

also a source of reward because the specialist gets Into a

county only by invitation of the county staff. If he doesn't

have his program accepted by the countlea, he has no program.

Extension administrators don't require the county agents to

adopt the specialist's program. The degree to which a spe-

cialist gets his program accepted by the countlas determines

^''"Organisation Plan and Duties for Kansas Extension Ssrvtca"
(Manhattan: Kansas State University, January, 1960), pp. 10-11.

(Mimeographed.)



to a coMlderable extent hlB evaluation by adntnistrators. Hence,

the specialist uses many methods to promote his program and gain

acceptance by counties. One of the most Important techniques la

to sell hlmself>2

Blaloek recognized much tha saiae problem when he stated;

Even though the specialist Is responsible to the state admin-

istration, the success of his efforts depends in great measure

on how well he Is received, and his services utilized, by county

staffs. To be in the good graces of county personnel he may

find his energies being expended in a direction not altogether

in keeping with how he thinks his competence can be most ef-

fectively utlll«ed.*3

Tht* presents somewhat of a practical problem to the subject-matter

specialtM In how be tnterprata his role and than sppUaa that Inter-

pretation to actual practice.

If there was one sure consensus from the literature reviewed, it

was that further study was needed concerning the specialiat's role,

especially In relation to a particular state's naeda and programs.

Brown and Vandeberg emphasized this when they wrote:

This evidence substantiates the fact that the Job of the specialist

is changing. Change always means new arrangements and adjustments.

It should be planned for. More effective extenalon organizations

will result if county staff, specialists, supervisors, and adminis-

trators frankly discuss with each other lo^llcatlons of the changing

times as they affect the specialist's Job. Eecb state needs to

discuss and think through what proportion of the specialists'

time and resources should be allocated to: 1} performing duties

of an agent trainer by keeping county agents informed in subject-

matter and equipped with skills and materials to do teaching.

^^mory J. Brown and Albert Oaakena, "Boles of the Extension

Subject-Matter Specialist," Rural Sociology . 23:275, September, 1958.

*3Blalock, OE. ci£., pp. 99-100.
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2) doing direct taaehlng for the county agent by visiting rural

people and talking at county meetings, and 3) working with Indi-

viduals, groups, and organizations at district, state, regional,

or even national levels.**

Two relatively new trends in Cooperative Extension work nay have

a vital effect on the specialist's role In the future. These two trends

are toward (1) the area Extension specialist and (2) the multlcounty or

area agent. At present the available literature on these trends is

limited and largely speculative, but it sseas likely that nore and

more studies and trials will be needed to evaluate the effectiveness

of these trends.

The area specialist is the older and more established trend

of the two. There has been a significant Increase In the use of area

specialists In the last decade or so. The effect of this area special-

ist trend on the specialist role will probably be more United because

It Is a relatively easy trend to Integrate Into the traditional Co-

operative Extension concepts and methods of operation. Lanpher points

out that the area specialist "tends to perfora much like a State spe-

cialist but in a smaller geographical area."^'

The newer concept of the area agent would appear to present more

complex organizational problems to the Cooperative Extension Service.

This trend is geared to meat the need for specialisation on a more

^Brown and Vandeberg, oe. cit.. p. 13.

*^uel F. Lanpher, 'Vhat About Area Agents," Extension Service

Seview . 36:3, July, 1965.
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localised level. ConnenCing on the neod for an area asent program, J. B.

Clur, Director of the IlUnols Cooperative Kxtengion Service, etatedt

No longer Is It possible for one person to maintain high co^>etence

in all the fields In which Cooperative Extension conducts programs.

The public will thus be better served if the subject-matter scope

of each staff mezdber's asslgnnent is llnited.^^

In his article on the work of Extension area agents, Lanpher

pointed out:

Multicounty area agents work directly with clientele in nuch

the same manner as county agents have done. In contrast to State

and area specialists they have little or no responsibility for

supporting the programs of county or other Extension personnel.

Also, they have little responsibility for training other agents.^'

The area agent Is generally more free to work on his program, as be sees

fit, throughout his multicounty area in a relatively independent nonnar.

There saened to be no indication from the literature reviewed that

the area agent concept was intended to replace the Extension subjact-

motter specialist, but neither did there seem to be much doubt that It

would significantly influence and alter the specialist's role. Judging

from the results of a Federal Extension Service study of area ogants in

thirteen states, Lanpher wrote:

State specialist programs appeared to be significantly affected

by area agent staffing. They are expected to becone 'super-

specialists' in more basic technology areas in order to give

^'j. B. Clear, "More Specialisation for County Extension Staff,"

Illinois Research . Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station . 8:17,

Sunmier, 1966.

47I<anpher, og. cit .. p. 3.
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needed support to area agent programa. In general, they tended to
become Increasingly Involved and Influential In program development
at the field level.*8

In writing about a 1961 pilot study on area Extension work In

California, Kobert Jobnaon condudad:

The role of the state subject matter specialist will likely be
substantially altered by area work. More specific asslgnnents nsy
be required to enable state specialists to continue effecelv* ser-
vice as resource consultants and in-service trainers to area ex-
tension staff. Constant attention to the role of the state spe-
cialist, as area work develops, is needed. Changing roles will
require increasingly specialised academic work for specialists,
with a need for corresponding opportunities for professional im-
provement.

BEUTED STUDIES

A manber of studies have been conducted with the objective of

further defining the subject-matter specialist's role in the Cooperative

Extenaion Service—particularly in more recent years.

One of the aarliest attempts was a study conducted by Raid and

Wilson of the Federal Extension Service and published In 1933. In this

very comprehensive study, administrators, specialists, and county agents

from all over the United States were questioned concerning the specialist

role. They •uBnarised seas of their findings in the following manner:

*^Ibld. . p. 5.

49
Robert L.Johnson, Area Extension Work ! A Pilot Study of the

Professional Status of Area Extenaion Personnel in California. 1961 .

Extension Study 1 (Manhattan: Extension Service, Kansas State Uni-
versity, April, 1966), p. 13.
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Th« functions of subjact-matter spedallats may be divided Into

planning functions, requiring 26 per cent of the time of specialists;

training functions taking 25 per cent; direct tsaching 42 per cent;

and studying the extension Job 7 per cent.

The planning of extension projects is the most liq>ortant function

of specialists according to extension directors; the preparation of

teaching materials, the determination of programs, the training of

extension workers, and direct extension teaching following in the

order glvan.

Participation In extension teaching activities in counties,

conferences with agents, field observations, preparation of bul-

letins and circulars, demonstrational materials, and charts, and

the handling of correspondence are their most laportant activities

according to the statasmts of the specialists themselves.

The problems most frequently mentioned by agents for additional

attention by specialists were studies to determine the most ef-

fective way of conducting subject-matter projects, keeping posted,

teaching materials, ways of determining results of work, collection

of data on results, conmunlty and county programs of work and

assistance with demonstrations and leader training meetings.^

Several of Keid and Wilson's findings concerning the expectations

bald by administrators about the specialist Job are particularly Interest-

ing whan compared with more recent studies:

Hearly two-thirds of the directors consider the direct teaching

of rural people either on the state-wide or county basis as of high

value. It is rather surprising, however, to note that but 60 per

cent of the directors rate high the function of specialists to keep

other extension workers posted on recent developments in the subjeet-

•eter field. 51

'^lald and Wllsoa, ££. £i£. , pp. 39-40.

'^n»M.. p. 6.
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It would appear that there has b«en a change in attitude concerning

th«M £unctiona between 1933 and oore recent tinea.

In 1952, administratora, specialists, and county staff in the

lova Extension Service were Interviewed concerning the functions of

specialists. The results of this study were published in a report by

Mail Raudabaugh.^^ In one part of the study, all participants were

askad to check which of seven stataa»nt8 of coBun concepts of the

functions of specialists most nearly coincided with their understsnding

of the specialist's job. Following are the concepts ranked in descending

order of inportance as detemined by the percentage of parsons agreeing

with than:

1. Supply technical 'know-how' in subject natter field (84t).

2. Liaison between experiment station and county extension

staff (83X).

3. Instruct county staff and local leaders in problems involving

subject matter (74X).

4. Advise state director and supervisory staff on problems in

subject matter field (721).

5. Head extension program in subject matter field throughout

the state (491).

6. Assist county staff with problems in subject-matter field

much like a county agent at large (38X).

7. Functions largely as a 'service man* lAo speaks at meetings

and does other direct teaching upon request of counties (331).^^

^^J. Hell Raudabaugh, Functions of Extension Specialists . ST 383

(Amss: Agricultural Extension Service, Iowa State College, 1952).

53lbtd., p. 14.
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In another portion of the same study, participant* were asked to

rate eight general functions as being of major, intermediate, or minor

relative iiq>ortance in providing the most desirable basis for conducting

extension work. The results were as follows:

Major Importance.

1. Keeping up to date on subject-matter and methods.

2. Keeping county staff posted.

3. Preparation of teaching.

Intermediate Importance.

4. Indirect teaching through training.

5. Program determination and work planning.

6. Evaluation of procedures, methods, outeooes, progress
reports.

Hinor Importance.
7. Direct toaching of individuals and group* beyond that

required for demonstration purposes.
8. Service activity. 5*

Brown and Deekens sunmarized their findings from a study Involving

fifty-three Pennsylvania extension specialists in the following manner:

Acting as a student was rated as the most Important role for a

specialist to perform. Other important roles in rank order were
keeping county staff up to date on subject-matter, being a demon-
strator or public speaker, being consultant to the county staff,
and Interpreting research results for other people.

Holes such as performing office details, assisting county with
evaluation and methods, training local leaders, evaluating own

program, direct teaching of farmers and homemakers, and advising
research people on research needs were rated relatively low In
order of Importance. It is evident that consultant to county

staff la generally restricted to subject matter, rather than
methods. With the exception of direct teaching, the roles

^Ibid.. pp. 30-31.
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conaidered Important fom a pattern that Is aomewhat atmllar
to the rolas they actually perform. 55

Schenanan conducted a study of the specialist In the Missouri

Extension Service. All extension parsonnal were asked to rate fourteen

specialist functions according both to their inportance and to hc« they

were actually being performed. The following six functions listed in

descending rank order were considered to be of major importance (the

nuobers In parentheses Indicate how the functions ranked in performance:

1. Keeping agents sunplled with technical information and de-
veloping agent understanding of Its application (8).

2. Supplying background and outlook Information in the spe-

cialist's field to aid counties in program planning (5).

3. Acting as a resource person for agents to phone or write on
problems (1).

A. Maintaining two-way relationships with industries In their
field, keeping them posted as to recoBtendations being made in
Extension and vice-versa (13).

3. Developing and supplying to agents visual aids, out-linas,
and materials in the specialist's field that could be used by
agents in carrying out the county program (14).

6. Keeping agents and state agents posted on resources in their
field, i.e., new books, bulletins, articles, movies and equipment
(10),*^

Using similar techniques, Harvey queatloned specialists in six

states concerning the specialist rola. In this study ha divided tha sp*-

dallsts Into the following five broad subject matter catagoriest

^^Brown and Deekens, og. clt. , p. 268.

"carl H. Schenewui, "The Functions and Procedures of Subject Mat-
ter Specialists in the Missouri Cooperative Extension Service" (unpub-
lished Ph. D. thesis. University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1959), p. 128.



I. Spedaliats generally dealing with primary production probleaa
in agriculture.

II. Specialists generally relied upon to provide specialized tech-
nical skills or knowledge in support of Extension programs in other
specialities.

III. Specialists dealing primarily with over-all management and
marketing problems.

IV. Specialists dealing primarily with social and eoanunity
questions.

V. Specialists dealing primarily with horns economies and family
life. 57

Using these categories, he analysed the differences in how these various

groups of specialists viewed their roles in Cooperative Extension work.

Harvey summarised a portion of his findings in the following manner:

Based upon the findings in this study, specialist policies and
procedures are different for the different broad subject areas.
The classifications of specialists considered in this study recog-
nised different groups as their primary clientele, perceived dif-
ferent major functions, identified different hinderances in their
work and had different concepts regarding their general role in
the Extension organization. This study provides clear evidence
that generalisations cannot be made to the effect that extension
specialists constitute a homogeneous group. 58

In his conclusions, Harvey stated:

Administrators frequently tend to place or deal with personndl
in large groups to facilitate personnel management and administra-
tion. Under these circumstances, unless there are flexible policies
and procedures, the work of extension specialists may be impeded
because of differences in the specialization of their training.

Harvay, og. el£., p. 17.

"ibid., pp. 118-119.
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difference* In Che pxloary clientele for «hon their peclallzed
subject matter la most appropriate, and In the nature of the work
they perform. ^^

In Rlngler's study of agronomy specialists, the two most Important

functions were determined to be:

1. Preparing and providing county agents with circulars, font

letters, and bulletins, which can be used in carrying out a souad

progrsn In agronomy.

2. Keeping county agents and district leaders Infomed on new

research Information released by the experiment station, 60

Donald Hamilton conducted a study of Kansas extension specialists

In 1960. Specialists and county agents were asked to rank five specialist

functions In their order of Importance. Specialists and agents generslly

agreed on the following ranking:

1. A trainer and teacher of agents by devoting major emphasis

to developing their understanding of subject matter and ways of

using It.

2. A subject matter consultant and expert always on call to
county staffs, organizations, and Individuals for answering ques-

tions and helping solve problems.

3. Teaching people In the state by speaking at public meetings
In counties, training local leaders, or making visits to Individual*
In counties upon request of county extension personnel.

4. A resource and liaison person transmitting problems and needs
of people to research and resident staff members and extension ad-

ministrators.

59
Ibid., p. 119.

60
Slnglar, og^, clt«* p. 91.
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5. Developing an Interest at the county level In the specialist's

subject matter area where there Is need for the speciality but where

there has been little or no awareness.

Comnentlng on some of his results, Hamilton stated:

A brief summary of findings in the area of role expectations

provides evidence that training agents especially in new develop-

ments within the subject-matter specialist's area is wanted and

may be assumed as not being sufficiently done. The entire atmos-

phere presented by the agents reflects a need for assistance and

training that is useful, valuable, and reliable; the county

personnel are pressed for time and cannot investigate all infor-

mation for every answer to every question."^

saaoM

A review of the literature Indicates a rather general agreement

on the need for subject-matter specialists in Cooperative Extension

work. However, when it comes to the specific function* and how the

specialist can best fulfill this need, related research has indicated

frequent variations in perceptions vnong the different individuals

and groups concerned.

Several studies concerning the specialist's role indicated that

there was a very real conflict between some of the expectations held by

Extension administrators and those held by county agents, with the

specialists caught somewhere in the middle. For example, Kaudabaugh's

hlonald Prank Hamilton, "An Examination of Role Expectation,
Role Performance and Perception of Extension Specialists in the Kansas
Cooperative Extension Service" (unpublished Masters report, Kansas
State University, Manhattan, 1960), pp. 16-19.

*'lbid. . p. 17.
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report on U« Iowa ttudy stated, 'Vie evaluation of the present basis

of doing extension work In the state Indicates a lack of a definite

concept of which general functions of subject matter specialists

are major, which are Intermediate, and which are minor. "°^ The re-

search review also showed that some variations In role expectations

were related to the various subject matter project areas and to the

different types of state Extension organization.

Nearly every article and research report reviewed stressed the

opinion that further study and discussion were needed to clarify and

understsad the specialist role In a changing Cooperative Extension

Service. Brown and Vandebarg pointed this oat when they wrote:

Each state needs to discuss and think through what proportion

of the specialists' time and resources should be allocated to:

1} performing duties of an agent trainer by keeping county agents

Informed in subject matter and equipped with skills and materials

to do teaching, 2) doing direct teaching for the county agent by

visiting rural people and talking at county meetings, end 3)

working with Individuals, groups, and organlEatlons at district,

state, regional, or even national levels.^

^^Kaudabaugh, og. ctt .. p. 1.

°*Brown and Vandeberg, og. dt .. p. 13.



CHARBK III

BXFBCtAXIONS CONCERNING THE ROLE OF THE AGKICULTUKAL

EXTENSION SPECIALIST IN KANSAS

INTRODUCTION

This chapter deals with an analysis of data collected by awll

questionnaire from three groups of Kansas Extension personnel concerning

their expectations of the role of the agricultural Extension specialist.

The three respondent groups selected by the author as role definers of

the agricultural specialist's job vere: (1) Extension administrators,

(2) county agricultural agents, and (3) the agricultural Extension

specialists themselves. Thalr expectations vere measured In terns of

fourteen selected specialist functions that they were askad to rate

according to: (1) the eaqihasls that should be given them and (2) the

emphasis currently being given them.

The fourteen specialist functions rated were:

1. Acting as an on-call source of inforoatlon for agents to

phone or write on problems.

2. Backing up county programs with suitable statewide publicity

In the form of news releases, radio talks, TV programs, or other mass

madia techniques.

3. Performing direct service type activities, such as m^ing

visits to an individual farm, hosw, or firm.
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4. Serving M a raaource peraon to agant* and county Ixtension

counclla In county program developaant.

5. Advialng research ataff on the raaaarch neada and probleaa

determined In the field.

6. Training agents In subject natter, Ita application, and methods

of presentation.

7. Helping agsnta evaluate projects that have been carried out

In specific subject matter areaa.

8. Holding public meetings.

9. Acting in a liaison capacity between Rxtenslon and industries

in their field on nav projects, reconmendations, marketing, field teata,

and research findings.

10. Developing an interest at the county level in the apacialist*s

subject-matter area where there la a need for this specialty.

11. Developing and supplying to agenta visual aide, leaflets,

bulletins, and other materiala that could be used by agents in carrying

out county program.

12. Training lay laadacs Ia aubjaet matter, ita application, and

athods of presentation.

13. Keporting program prograas and accomplishments.

14. Keeping up to date on pertinent new developments and research

in his subject matter area.

For brevity and eaae of reference, a standard set of abbreviations for the

fourteen functions is used throughout the text. These abbreviationa are

shown in Appendix A.
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riva dagroe* of anphMia with nuaerteal valu«i o£ 5 to 1 were used

tn rating each of theae apedallat functlona. The aame type of rating

acale waa used for both enphasla that ahould be given and eophaBla currently

being given. The five degreea of enphaala with the numerical valuea

aaaigned thera were aa follow*:

(5) Major Bnphaaia - A funetiea which receivea (or ahould redve)

a great deal of attention and top priority of time.

(4) Loportant Baphaaia- A function which la aeldom (or aeldom

ahould be) neglected, but might be poatponed for top priority

work.

(3) Intermediate Bmphaala - A function which la done (or ahould

be done) but might be poatponed for more urgent work.

(2) Minor Enphaaia • A function which might be (or might ought to

be) done, but only if a peraon finda time.

(1) No lophaaia - A function on which no time la (or ought to be)

apent.

For each function, reapondents were aaked to circle a number indicating

the emphaals they believed it ahould receive and a number indicating the

enphaaia they believed it waa currently receiving.

After tb« data were punched on IBM carda, aorted, and grouped, they

were proceaaed through a computer program that furnlahed for each function

the number and per cent of reapondenta for each degree of emphaals. The

mean weighted acore for each function also waa given. Thia informatioa

was computed both for emphaaia that ahould ba given and for emphaals

w
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currently batng glYtn. For brevity, the eaphasl* that should be given

will be referred to M "should be" enphuts and the enphasle currently

being given aa "currently being" emphasis. The data were computed for

each of the three respondent groups and then for all respondents combined.

Coi^>utations also were made for the two specialist project groups and

the three specialist experience groups analyced.

For each of the different groups whose ratings were analysed, the

fourteen specialist functions were ranked according to their mean weighted

scores. Tables were then prepared to show the rankings of these functions

by each of the groups. In making comparisons and analyses of these rank*

ings, differences of four or more ranks are indicated by the words "con-

siderable" or "considerably."

The overall degree of agreement or association between any two

sets of rankings of the specialist functions was measured by the calcu-

lation of the Spearman coefficient of rank correlation (rho): ^ I
_

.

For a measure of agreement or association among three sets of rankings,

S
the Kendall coefficient of concordance was used; W =

1/ itrI* (H'J-H) *

The one-tailed t-test was used in determining the significance of rho

since a general agreement was expected among the three respondent groups

concerning the specialist functions. Correlations that ware not at least

significant at the .10 level were considered not significant for purposes

of this study. Chi square was used in testing the significance of W.

The highest percentage of respondents who selected the same degree

of eaphaais for a particular function was used as an indication of consensus
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within a groi^ concerning th»t function. High consensus was considered

to be percentages of 70 or above. Hedlum consensus was considered to

be percentages from 50 to 69. Percentages of 49 or below were considered

to Indicate low consensus.

Tables showing the rankings of the specialist functions by the

various groups analyzed are Included in this chapter. More detailed

tables showing numbers, percentage distributions, mean weighted scores,

and consensus figures for each function are included in Appendix C.

The rest of this chapter is organised on the basis of the five

stated objectives for this study.

OBJECtlVE OIS—EMPHASIS THAT SHOULD BE GIVEN

The first stated objective of this study was;

To determine the relative degree of emphasis that should be given

to certain selected specialist functions as perceived by the three

respondent groups—Extension administrators, county agricultural

agents, and agricultural Extension specialists—both collectively

and separately.

The data In Table IV reflects the ratings of the fourteen specialist

functions by the three major respondent groups as to the enqihasis that

should be given them. Included In the table Is a ranking by the com-

posite total of all three groups combined.

The four functions considered to be most important in the composite

ranking won: "Keeping up to date . . .," "Acting as an on^call source . .

"Advising research staff . . .."and "Developing and supplying visual

aids. ..." The four functions considered to be least important in the
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TABU IV

SAIK ORDER OF FUNCTIONS OF THE AGRICDLTDRAu EXTENSIOH
SPECIALIST IN KAHSAS AS TO EMPHASIS THAT SHOULD

BE GIVEN, 196A

C

Functions

Bank Order
onposite
All
Groups
(H-196)

Spec.

(N-79)

Admin.

(H-U)
CA

(N-106)

Keeping up to cUte on pertlnant new
developnenti and research In his
subject matter area. 1 1 2 1

Acting as an on-call source of infor-
mation for agents to phone or vrite
on problems. 2 2 11.5 2

Advising research staff on the research
needs and problems determined in the
field. 3 3 4 4.5

*.5
'

Developing and supplying to agents
visual aids, leaflets, bulletins, and

other materials that could be used by
agents in carrying out county programs. 4 4.5 1

Training agents in subject matter, its
application, and methods of presentation. 5 6 3 3

Serving as a resource person to agents
and county Extension councils in county
program development. 6 4.5 5.5 6

Backing up county programs with suitable
statewide publicity in the form of news
releases, radio calks, TV programs, or
other :aas8 media teclmiques. 7 7 7 7

-

Acting in a liaison capacity between Ex-
tension and industries in their field on
new projects, recommendations, marketing,
field tests, and research findings. 8 8 5.5 8

-

Holding public meetings 9 11 13 9
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TABLE IV (continued)

Rank Order

funetlona

Composite
All

Groups Spec. Admin. CA
(H-196) (11-79) (»-ll) (N-106)

Helping agent* evaluate projects that
have been carried out in specific
subject natter areas. 10

Developing an Interest at the county
level In the specialist's subject-
matter area where there is a need for

the specialty. 11

laportlng program progress and
accomplishments 12

Training lay leaders in subject mat-
ter, its application and methods of

presentation. 13

Ferforming direct service type acti-
vities, such »B making visits to an
individual farm, home, or firm. 14

10 8.5 10

9 8.5 12.5

12 10 12.5

14 11.5 11

13 14 14

composite ranking were in descending order: "Developing an interest

. . .," "Reporting program progress . . . ," "Iraining lay leaders

. . . ," and "Performing direct service . . . ."

In general, there was a great deal of agreensnt among the three

respondent groups in their ranUngs of these functions as to emphasis

that should be given. The major difference was on the function of "Acting

as an on-call source ..." Both the specialists and the county agents

ranked this function second only to "Keeping up to date . . ."in order

of importance. Administrators on the other hand ranked "Acting as an
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eii>c«ll •oure* . . ." ac 11.5. The adalntatrator group ranked Itavalop*

Ine and aupplylng vlaual aids . . ."as the most In^ortant specialist

function vhile both the specialists and county agents ranked It at 4.5.

ICeeping up to date ..." was ranked second in inportance by the ad-

nlnlstrators.

The greatest agreement in the "should be" rankings was between

the specialist and county agent respondent groups. The rho correlation

between these two groups was -<-.912. On none of the fourteen functions

was there a considerable difference of four or more ranks between special-

ist and agent rankings. County agents ranked "Yrainlng agents ..."

as the third most l^ortant function whereas specialists ranked it sixth.

Although both groups ranked "Training lay leaders ..." low, specialists

ranked it last while agents gave it a ranking of 11. The widest difference

between the specialist and county agent groups was on the function "!>»'

veloptng an Interest ..." which apedalists ranked ninth while agenta

ranked it at 12. S. The high agreement between these two groups on the

"should be" emphasis is indicated by the fact that they had identical

rankings on six of the fourteen specialist functions.

The two respondent groups with the lowest rho correlation were

the administrator and county agent groups with a rho correlation of

+.666. Using the one-tailed test, this correlation is still significant

at the .005 level. In addition to the wide disagreement on "Acting »a

an on-call source . . .," admlniatrators and county agenta differed con-

siderably on their ranktnga of two other functions. Both groups rated
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"Itaveloptng an incerut ..." and 'folding public Daatlnga" on Che

lowar hal£ of Che over-all ranking scale, but admlnlatratora ranked

'^veloplng an Interest ..." conalderably higher than the agents did.

The agent group In turn rated "Holding public meetings" considerably

higher than did the administrators.

In conyaring Che rankings of the administrator and specialist

respondent groups, a rho eorrelaCloo of -t-.S^ was determined. This was

significant at the .0005 level using the one-tailed test. Except for

the wide spread on "Acting aa an on-call source . • . , "there were no

functions on which the specialiats and administrators differed considerably.

There were three functions which Che administrators ranked 3 or 3.S ranks

higher than did the specialists. These three functions were "Developing

and supplying visual aids . . .," "training agents . . .."and "Train-

ing lay leaders ..."

In considering the three respondent groups together, there was a

high degree of agreement among the three groups concerning the emphasis

that should be given the specialist funcCions. Kendall's coafficienC

of concordance for Che groups was a W of .835 which was significanC some-

where above Che .01 level. This agreement also was evident from eoopar-

ison of which functions the three respondent grouq|>8 ranked in the top

seven ranks. While varying somewhat on individual funcCions, Che spe-

cialist and county agent groups included Che same seven specialise func-

Ciona in the top seven caCegories. Administrators, in turn, rate six of

these sane seven functions in the top seven. The one difference was ChaC
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admlnittrators Included "Acting In llalaon capacity ..." Instead of

"Acting as an on-call source . . ."In the top seven tanks.

When considering the overall rankings, the specialist group fell

somewhere between the administrator and the county agent groups. However,

it was readily apparent from comparing the different rankings and rho

correlations that tha speclallsta were generally In far closer agreement

with tha agent* than with tha administrators on what the specialist

should be doing.

It was interesting to compare the consensus figures for the various

groups and functions. The consensus figure for any particular function

and group was the highest percentage of respondents who selected the saas

degree of emphasis for that particular function. High consensus was con-

sidered to be 70 per cent or more and medium conaenaus, SO to 69 per cent.

The consensus figures are recorded in Appendix C, Table XII.

The only function on which all three respondent groups reached a

high degree of consensus was "Keeping up to date ..." The greatest

amount of consensus was among the administrators who reached high con->

sensus on five functions and medium consensus on four others. On the

function, "Developing and supplying visual aids . . .," the administrators

had perfect consensus when they all rated it of major importance. Tha

county agents reached high consenaus on two functions and medium consensus

on four more. The lowest consensus was generally among the specialists

who only raachsd high consensus on one function and aedium consensus on

two others. '

'
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Anong all three reapondent groups, there vas a general pattern in

the conaenaus figures for the higher ranking {unctlona—the higher a

function waa ranked, the higher the conaenaus on It tended to be. No

such trend waa apparent In the lower ranking functions. There were three

functlona on which all three groups had a low consenaua of leaa than SO

per cant. These three functions were "Kepoirtlng program progreaa . . .,"

"draining lay laadara . . .," and "Perfomlng direct aervlee . . . ."

OBJECTIVE TWO—EMPHASIS CUKKENILY BEUB 6IVUI

Tha aacond stated objective of thla atudy waa:

To determine the relative degree of emphasis that la current ly

balna given to these selected specialist functions as perceived

by the three respondent groups, both collectively and separately.

Table V lists the rankings of the fourteen specialist functlona

by the three respondent groups as to the degree of emphaals they believe

ts euxrantly being gtvan thaau The conpostte ranking la for all three

groups coablned.

The four functlona conaldered In the conposlte ranking to be re-

ceiving the greateat current emphasis were In descending order: "Acting

as an on-call source . . .," tCeeplng up to date . . .," "Holding public

meetings," and "Backing up county prograaw ..." The four functlona

currently receiving the leaat emphasis according to the compoalta group

were In their descending rank order: "Performing direct service . . .,"

"Acting In a liaison capacity . . .," "training lay leadara . . .," and

"Helping agenta evaluate ..."



TABLE V

SANK OROEK OF FUNCTIONS OIF THE AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION

SPECIALIST IN KANSAS AS TO EMPHASIS CURSENILY
BBUB GtVEM, 1964

Rank Order

Composite
All

Functions*

Groups
(H-196)

Spec.
(N-79)

Admin.
(N-11)

CA
(N-106}

Acting as an on-call source . . . 1 1 2 2

Keeping up to date ... 2 S 6 1

Holding public meetings 3 2 1 3

Backing up county programs ... 4 6 4.5 5

Training agents ... S 4 7.5 6

Reporting program progress ... 6 7 14 9

Developing and supplying visual
•Ids . . . 7 8 3 10

Serving as a resource person ... 8 9 10.5 7

Advising research staff . . . 9 13 10.5 4

Developing an interest . . • 10 10 9 11

Parfoming direct service . • • 11 5 4.5 14

Acting in a liaison capacity ... 12 U 12.5 8

Training lay leaders ... U 11 7.5 12

Helping agents evaluate . . . 14 14 12.5 13

^Functions are stated in full In Table IV and Appendix A.
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Thcra wai general agreeaent anong the three reapondenC groupe In

their rankings of the tpecialist functions according to the emphasis cur-

rently being given them. However, a corq)«rlson between the specialist and

administrator rankings was the only comparison that yielded a higher

Spearman rank correlation coefficient for current enphaais than for

•aphaata that should be given. The rho correlation between specialists

and administratora was +.726 which was the highest rho correlation be-

tween any two groups on the "currently being" rankings. This rho cor-

relation was significant at the .0005 level using the one-tailed t-test.

The specialist and administrator groups differed considerably la

their rankings on two functions. The adaintstratora ranked "Reporting

program progress ..." last in terms of current emphaais while the

specialists ranked it seventh. On the other hand, administrators ranked

"Developing and supplying visual aids . . ." considerably higher than

did the specialists. The specialists ranked "Acting aa an on-call source

..." first and "Holding public meetings" second in current emphasis

while the administrators reversed these two rankings. The specialists

ranked Iteaplng up to date ..." third while adainiatrators ranked it

sixth.

The specialist and county agent groups differed far more widely

on the enphaslB currently being given than they did on the emphasis that

should be given. The rho correlation for these two groups dropped from

a 4^.912 on the "ahould be" rankings t a ^.552 on the "currently being"

rankings. This lower correlation figure for current eiaphaais, however.
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«M •till •ignlflcant at the .01 level.

The peclaltatfl and county agent a varied conalderably in their

ranktnga of three functlona as to current emphaala—tvo of the varlatlona

being extremely vide. The apecialiata ranked "Performing direct service

..." fifth, but the county agenta ranked it in laat place. In turn,

the county agenta ranked "Advlaing reaearch ataff ..." fourth in cur-

rent eiq>haata while the apecialiata ranked it thirteenth. County agenta

alao ranked "Acting in a liaiaon capacity ..." conalderably higher.

The agent group ranked "Keeping up to date ..." firat, "Acing aa an

on-eall aoorce . . ." second, and "Holding public naatinga" third in

current specialist anphasia.

The greateat disagreement on emphasis currently being given the

apedaliat functlona was between administrators and county agents. The

rho correlation for these two groupa was I-.349 which waa algnlfieant at

the .10 level. Thia waa by far the lowest rho correlation for any two

groupa in either the "should be" or the "currently being" rankings.

The administrator and county agent groups differed conalderably

on their rankings of seven speciallat functions aa to eiif)hasis currently

being given thaa. The county agenta ranked "Keying up to date. . ." aa

the function receiving the greateat current emphasis, while the admlnis-

tratora ranked it sixth. County agenta also ranked "Advising research

staff . . .," "Acting in a liaison capacity . . .," and "Reporting program

progresa ..." considerably higher and "Training lay leaders ..." con-

siderably lower than did the admlnlstratora. The adminiatrator group
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rsnked "Davsloping and fapplying visual aid* ..." third, but the county

ganta ranked It clear down to tenth on current emphasis. The widest

difference was on "Performing direct service ..." which was ranked

4.5 by the administrators and last by the agents.

In considering the rankings of all three respondent groups together

thare was a general agrcamnt among tham concerning the aaphasla currently

being given the specialist functions. The Kendall coefficient of con-

cordance for the three groups was a W of .692. While this was lower than

the V for the "should be" rankings. It was still significant at somawhere

abova the .02 laval. This indicated a general, overall agreenant on what

the specialists ware actually doing.

Among all three respondent groups there was far less consensus on

the "currently being" rankings than there was on the "should be" rankings.

In the current emphasis rankings, none of the three groups reached high

consensus on a function. The group with the greatest smount of consensus

was the administrator group which reached medium consensus on six functions.

The specialists reached nedium consensus on only one function— "Developing

an Interest ..." The only function that county agents had medium con-

sensus on was "Elding public neatings."

There was no apparent pattern In the consensus figures for the

currant emphasis rankings. The high ranking functions were just as

likely to have a lower consensus figure aa were the lew ranking functions.

There were a total of sevan functions on which all three groups had a low

consensus of less than 50 per cent. The consensus figures on the "currently
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being" rating* are recorded in Appendix C, Table XIXI.

OBJKCIIVB THKEE—COlFAillSON <X "SHOULD BB" 10

"CUHBENILY BEING"

The third stated objective of this study was:

To determine the relationship between the emphasis that should be
given and the emphaaii currently being given theae specialist func-
tions as perceived by the three respondent groups, both collectively
and separately.

A eooparison was made betwaan each group's ranking according to

emphasis that should be given and its ranking according to emphasis cur>

rently being given. Such a comparison gave an indication of how well a

group felt the specialists currently were doing in aeatlng that group's

expectations. A high degree of agreenant between "should be" and "cur-

rently being" rankings was assumed to indicate that a group believed

that the Extension specialist was doing what he should be doing.

The comparison shown In Table VI between the composite rankings

for "should be" and "currently being" gave a rho correlation of •f.618

which was significant at the .005 level. This indicated a fairly high

agreement even though there were five functions on which there was con-

aiderable difference between "should be" and "currently being" rankings.

Tha agreement between the eoavoslta rankings was somswhat misleading,

however, since only one of the three respondent groups actually had a

significant rho correlation between "should be" and "currently being"

rankings.
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TA1IU VI

C<»1FAKIS0N OF THE "SHOULD BK" AND "CURKENILY BIING" KANKIKiS
OP THE SPBCIALIST FUHCTIOHS BY THE COMPOSITE

OP ALL THREE GROUPS, KANSAS^ 1964

1

Rank Order

Functions* Should be
Currently
Being Difference

Reaping up to date ... 1 2 1

Acting as an on-call source . . . 2 1 1
:

Advising research staff . . . 3 9 • •

Developing and supplying visual
aids . . . 4 7 S

Training agents . . . S S •

Serving as a resource person . . . « 8 2

Backing up county programs ... 7 4 S

Acting In a liaison capacity . . . 8 12 *
i

Holding public meetings » » 6

Helping agents evaluate ... 10 14 4

Developing an Interest ... 11 10 1

Reporting program progress . . . 12 6 •

Training lay leaders ... u U
Reforming direct service . . . 14 11 3

^Functions are stated In full in Table IV and Appendix A.

1
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The county agant group had a rho correlation of +.769 vhleh waa

significant at the .0005 level. The comparison between the two sets of

county agent rankings Is shown in Table VII. There were only two func-

tions on which there was a considerable difference between the "should

be" and "currently being" rankings of the agricultural county agenta.

They felt that the •paclalist should be giving greater eqphaaia to

"Developing and supplying visual aids ..." and less emphasis to "Hold-

ing public meetings." In general, however, the county agents apparently

thought that the specialist was doing just about what he should be doing

in terms of relative emphasis given the different functions.

It did not appear that the specialists thesaelves were as contented

as the county agents were with the job that the specialists were doing.

The rho correlation between the "should be" and "currently being" rank-

ings of the specialists waa 4-.221 which waa not significant at the .10

level.

Table VIII shows that there were seven functions on which the

specialists differed considerably between their "should be" and "cur-

rently being" rankings. The specialists felt that they should be giving

considerably greater eaphaais than they currently were to "Advising re-

search staff . . .," "Serving aa a resource person . . .," "Acting in a

liaison capacity . . .," and "Helping agents evaluate . . . ." The widest

variation was on "Advising research staff ..." which the specialist

group ranked third as to emphasis that should be given and thirteenth in

terns of current emphasis. Specialists also felt that leas eaphaais should be
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TABLE VII

COMPARISON OF THE "SHOULD BE" AND "CURRENTLY BEING" RANKINGS
or THE 8FBCIALIST FUNCTIONS BT THE COUIOT AGRICULIUSAL

AGENTS, KANSAS , 1964

FuncClona*

Rank Order

erence |
Should Be

Currently
Being Dlff

Keeping up to date . . . 1 1 1

Acting as an on-eall •outca ... 2 2 i

Training agents ... 3 « 3

Advising rasaarch staff ... .5 4 .5

Developing and supplying visual
aids . . . 4.5 10 S.S

Serving as a resource person . . . 6 7
1

Backing up county programs ... 7 5

Acting In a liaison capacity ... 8 8

Holding public aaatinga • 3

Helping agents evaluate ... 10 13

Training lay leaders . . . u. U
Developing an interest . . . ti.1 11 1.S

•porting program progress ... 12.5 9 S.S

Performing direct service . . . 14 14

functions ara stated In full In Table IV and Appendix A.

1|

j

' ; A.,-^
. ,
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TABLE VIIX

COMPARISON OT THE "SHOULD BE" AND "CORRKIWLY BEING" RANKINGS

OF THE SPECIALIST FUNCTIONS B7 THE SPBCULISTS
nneoLvu, kansas. 1964

Rank Order

Functiona* Should Be
Currently

Being Difference

Keeping up to dace ... 1 3 2

Acting M an on-*call source ... 2 1 1

Advising research staff ... 3 U 10

Developing and supplying visual
aids . . . 4.5 8 3.S

Serving as a resource person ... 4.5 9 4.S

Training agents . . . 6 4

Backing up county programs ... 7 6

Acting In a liaison capacity ... 8 12

Developing an Interest ... 9 M
Helping agents evaluate . . . 10 M

Holding public meetings . . . 11 2

Reporting program progress ... 12 7

Performing direct service ... 13 3

Training lay leaders . . . 14 11

*Punetions are stated In full In Table IV and Appendix A.
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given Co "Holding public nMClngs," "Perfoning direct ••ryice . . .," and

"Keportlng prograa progrM* . . . ." Th«y rankod "Holding public aMtiDgi"

econd only Co "AcCing aa an on>call aourca . . ."on aa^baala currently

being given, buC Chey ranked Ic eleventh on enphaala Chat ahould be given.

Of the three reapondent groupa, Che ExCenaion admlnlaCratora bad

the lomat correlation between their "ahould be" and "currently being"

rankinga of the apecialiat funcCiona. Cooparlaon of Cheir two rankinga

actually ^ave a negative rho correlation of •.186. However, Chia waa

not a aignifleant negative correlation ac even the .10 level.

Tdila n ahowa the conparative rankinga by the adminlstratora.

On elevan of the fourteen functiona, tha adidniatrator group differed

conatderably between Ita "ahould be" and "currently being" rankinga.

Functiona which they felt the apecialiata ahould be giving conaiderably

more eaiphaaia to were "Keeping up Co date . . . ," "Training agenta . . .,'

"Adviaing reaearch ataff . . . ," 'Varviag aa a reaourca peraon . . .,"

"Acting in a liaiaon capacity . . .," "Helping agenta evaluate . . . ,"

and "Keportlng program progreaa . . . ." In turn, they felt that rela-

tively leaa eophaaia ahould be given to "Acting aa an on-call aourca . . .,

"Training lay leadara . . . ," "Holding public meetinga," and "Perforaing

direct aervice . . . ." The wideat variation waa on the two functiona,

"Holding public meetinga" and "Acting aa an on-call aource . . . ."

In terma of current emphaala, adminlacraCora ranked cheae funcCiona

flrat and aecond reapectively. Hhen it came to enphaala that ahould be

given, however, theae aaae two functiona ware given rankinga of 13 and
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TABU n
COMPARISON Of THE "SHOUU) BE" AND "CURRKOTLY BEING" RAHCXHIt

or THE SPECIALIST FDNCTIONS BY THE EXTENSION
ADMINISTRATORS, KANSAS, 1964

Functions*

Rank Order

DifferenceShould Be
Currently
Being

Developing and supplying visual
aid! . . . 1 3

Keeping up to data ... 1 6

Training aganta . . . » 7.5 4.5

Advising research staff ... 4 10.5 6.5 '

Serving as a resource person . . . 5.5 10.5

Acting In a liaison capacity . . . 5.5 12.5

Backing up county programs ... 7 4.5 2.5

Helping agents evaluate . . . - t.S 12.5 4 J

Developing an interest ... j), •.S 9 .5

Reporting program progress . . . 10 U ^

Acting aa an on-call source . . . 11.5 2 9.5

Training lay leaders . . . 11.5 7.5

Holding public nsetings U 1 U
Performing direct service . . . 14 4.5 9.5

1

'Vunctiona are stated in full in Table IV and Appendix A.

•,.
•

1

i

1
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11.5 respectively. Another wide difference was on "Performing direct

ervlee ..." which adnlnlttratora ranked last In anphaala that should

be given, hvtt 4.5 In current emphasis.

One other conpartson made between the "should be" and the "cur-

rently being" ratings was the comparison of mean weighted scores, the

mean weighted scores for "should be" and "currently being" emphasis are

shown In Appendix C, Tables XII and XIII, A mean weighted score repre-

sents the average numerical value of the ratings given a particular

function by the imiAers of a respondent group. It should be remeniered

that the rankings used in this study were actually an indication of th«

relative values rather than the actual valuea of the aean weighted scores

assigned to the various functions by a particular group. A comparison

between two sets of rankings was only a comparison of relative values

within each rank, not of actual rating values. The comparison between

the mean weighted scores, therefore, was an entirely different type of

comparison from those previously discussed.

When the mean weighted scores were compared, a pattern that was

conmon to all respondent groups became quite evident. This pattern was

that for equivalent ly ranked functions, the mean weighted scores for

"currently being" ratings were consistently lower than those for the

"should be" ratings. For eus^le, the function ranked highest by the

specialist group in terms of current emphasis had a taean weighted score

of 4.09, while the function they ranked first according to "should be"

en^hasls had a mean weighted score of 4.78. This pattern held true
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evan where the (aae fuoctlon had idantlcal ranking for both types of

emphaala. The county agent respondent group ranked 'taping up to

date ..." flrat both for "currently being" and for "thould be" eapha-

sis, but the corresponding mean weighted scores were 4.19 and 4.87

respectively. At the other end of the scale, the county agents ranked

"Performing direct service ..." last in both eiq>ha8ls categories,

but the Bean weighted scores were 2.88 for "currently being" and 3.26

for "should be." This difference between "currently being" and "should

be" ratings was so consistent that It could probably be credited to a

tendency for all respondents to rate the speclallat's actual perfomance

somewhat lower than what was desired.

OBJKCIIVK FOOR—COMPAKISON CF "SHOULD BE" EMPHASIS

BY PKOJECT GBODPt

The fourth stated objective of this study was:

To determine the degree of agreement among the agricultural

Extension specialists by project groups concerning the relative
degree of emphasis they believe should be given these functions.

For this conparlson, the specialists ware broken into two major

project groups: (1) Project III /Agricultural Production, Hnagement

and Natural Basources use/{ and (2) Project IV /Marketing and Dtilizatlon

of Agricultural Producti^/ and Project Til /Conmunity aud Public Affalrj^

Project III was the much larger group with sixty-five of the seventy-nine

specialists included in this study. Projects IT and Til were coobined

Into a alngla group because s^arately they would have been toosnall to
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analyze. This combination was raasonable since all tha apadallacs In

these two projects ware agricultural economists.

Table X shows how the two specialist project groups ranked the

fourteen specialist functions according to emphasis that should be given.

Also included in this tsble for easier reference is the conposite rank-

ings by the entire specialist respondent group.

Conparison of the rankings indicated that there was a general

•graaasnt between the two specialist project groups concerning the rela-

tive eo^hasls that should be given the functions. The rho correlation

for the two project groups was -f.677 which was significant at the .003

level according to the one-tailed t-test.

Both groups ranked "Keeping up to date ..." first and 'Training

lay leaders ..." last in terms of "should be" emphasis. They differed

considerably in their rankings on five of the fourteen functions, but

it should perhaps be noted that three of these five were differences of

4 or 4.5 ranks and the widest spread was a difference of only 6 ranks.

The Project III specialists ranked "Acting as an on-call source ..."

second while Project IV and VII specialists gave it a 6.5 ranking.

Project III specialists also ranked "Training agents ..." considerably

higher than did the other group.

The Project IV and VII specialists, on the other hand, gave a 2.5

ranking to both "Backing up county programs ..." and "Acting in a

liaison capacity . . .," while the Project III group gave these two

functions rankings of 7 and 8 respectively. The Project IV and VII gKOup
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TABLE X

SANK ORDER OF FUNCTIONS OF THE AGRICULTURAL EXIENSIO^

SPECIALIST IN KANSAS IN ORDER OF EMPHASIS THAT
SHOULD BE GIVEN AS RELATED TO SPECIALIST

PROJECT GROUP, 1964

r

1

Functions*

Rank Order
Composite
All

Specialists
(»'79)

ProJ. 3 ProJ. 4 & 7

(N-6S) (N-14)

Keeping up to date . . . 1 1 1

Acting aa an on-call source . . , 2 2 **9

Advising research staff ... 3 3 4.5

Developing and supplying visual
aids . . . 4.S 4 6.S

Serving as a resource person . . 4.S 6 4.5

Training agents ... 6 5 11

Backing up county programs . . . 7 7 2.5

Acting in a liaiaon capacity . . 8 8 2.5

Developing an interest ... » 9 8

Helping agents evaluate ... 10 10 12

Holding public meetings 11 11 U

Reporting program progress . . . 12 13 9

Perfoming direct service ... 13 12 10

Training lay leaders ... 14 14 14

ruactiona are stated in :Eull in Table IV and Appendix A.

J

i

II

j
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also ranked "Reporting program progreae ..." conalderably higher than

the other group In terma of enphaala that ahould be given.

The conaensus flgurea for the two project groupa according to

einphasls that ahould be given are shown in Appendix C, Table XIV. Both

specialist project groupa reached high conaenaua on only one function

which waa "Keeping up to date . . . ." The Froject III group reached

medium consensus on three functions and the Project IV and VII spedallata

reached madium consensus on only two functions. While both groups had

relatively low overall consensus figures, the Project IV and VXI group

generally tended to have IBM—hat lower conaenaua acorea. On only three

of the fourteen functions did the Project IV and VII specialiats have

a higher conaenaua figure than the Project III apeciallata.

OBJECTIVE PIVB—COMPARISON OF "SHOUU) BE" EMPHASIS

BY EXPERIENCE CLASSES

The fifth and final stated objective of thla atudy waa:

To determine if there is a relationahlp between years of experience

aa an Extension speclallat and the relative degrees of eophaaia that

agricultural Extension specialists believe should be placed on these

functions.

For this objective, the speclallat reapondenta were broken into

three apecialiat experience categoriea: (1) lesa than one year, (2)

one year but lesa than six, and (3) six years and over. For slBpUfled

reference, these three groups will be referred to aa leaat experienced,

middle experienced, and most experienced group respectively. The first

category waa the analleat with only nine reapondenta out of seventynlne.
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but It was kept separate because of the possibility that retatlva

Inexperience olght cause some significant differences In the way the

specialist functions vere ranked.

Table XI lists the "should be" rankings of the fourteen specialist

functions by the three specialist experlance groups. Also included in

this table for easier reference is the composite rankings by the entire

specialist respondent group. The oore detailed data for thase three

experience groups are shown in Appendix C, Table XV.

There was a generally high degree of agreement among all three

experience groups concerning the "should be" eaphaals. In comparing the

groups by pairs, the lowest rho correlation was +.773 which was the

correlation between the least experienced and the middle experienced

groups. Even though this was the lowest correlation, it was still sig-

nificant at the .0005 level. These two groups differed considerably

in their rankings on three of the fourteen specialist functions. The

middle experienced group ranked "Developing and supplying visual aids

..." considerably higher than did the least experienced group. While

the least experienced specialists ranked "Holding public meetings" last,

the Diddle group ranked it tenth. In turn, the least experienced group

felt that considerably more aiqihasis should be given to 'Piping agents

evaluate ..." than did the middle experienced group.

Conparison between the rankings of the least experienced group

and the most experienced group gave a rho correlation of +.84S. These

two groups differed considerably in their rankings on only one function.
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lABIB XI

SAIS OiUXR OF FUNCIIONS Of THE i^EOCDLTUBAL EXTENSION
SPECIALIST IN KANSAS IN OSDES OF EHPSASIS THAT

SHOOLO BE GIVEN AS BELATED TO '^EAES OS

SPECIALIST EXPE&ISIICE, 1964

Rank Order

Total
(M-79)

Tears of Experience

Functtoiw*

Less 1

than 1

Of-9)

but less
than 6

(!*.38)

Over 6

(ft-32)

Keeping up to date ... 1 3 1 1

Acting as an on-call source ... 2 1.5 2 3

Advising research staff ... 3 5 4 2

Developing and si^plylng visual
aids . . . 4.5 7.5 3 5

Serving as a resource person ... 4.5 1.5 5 5

Training agents ... . 6 5 6 5

Backing up county programs ... 7 10 7 7

Acting in a liaison capacity ... 8 7.5 8 8

Developing an Interest ... 9 9 9 9

Helping agents evaluate ... 10 5 11 10

Holding public meetings 11 14 10 13

Reporting program progress ... 12 11.5 12.5 11

Performing direct service ... 13 11.5 12.5 12

Training lay leaders ... U 13 U 14

Functions are stated in full in Table IV and Appendix A.
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The lemst mtperlenoed Bp«cl«Ust» ranked "Helptng agents evaluate ..."

conildarably higher than did the noat eatperlenced specialist*. It was

Interesting to note that the least experienced group ranked "Keeping

up to date . . ." third in emphasis that should be given while both the

middle experienced and the most experienced groups rankad It first in

inportance.

the highest rho correlation for any comparison in this entire

Study was the correlation of +. 950 between the middle experienced group

and the most experienced group. These two groups did not differ con-

siderably in their rankings of any of the functions according to es^ha-

sls that should be given. Only on one of the functions was there a

difference of over two ranks and that was on "Holding public meetings"

which was ranked tenth by the middle group and thirteenth by the most

experienced group. A further indication of the high degree of agreement

between these two experience groups was the fact that on six of the

fourteen functions, their rankings were Identical.

An indication of the overall agreement among all three of the

specialist eiqperience groups was the Kendall coefficient of concordance.

Comparison of the three sets of rankings yielded a W of .895 which was

significant at the .001 level using the Chi-square test. It appeared,

therefore, that regardless of their years of specialist experience,

the specialists had a high degree of agreement concerning what their

Job should be.
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SOMMCT, CONCLOSIONS, USD RECCHUBIIDAIIOlig

The purpose of this study wes to exemlne certain espects of the

role of the agricultural subject-matter specialist In the Kansas Co-

operative Extension Service a* perceived by the Bztenslon adalnlstrator,

the county agricultural agent, and the specialist himself. The role of

the specialist was examined In terns of fourteen major functions that

were Identified from literature, research studies, and the practical

experience of Kansas Extension personnel. The expectations of Extension

administrators, county agricultural agents, and specialists concerning

these fourteen functions were coi^ared and analysed.

The specific objectives of this study were:

1. To determine the relative degree of es^hasls that should be

given to certain selected specialist functions aa perceived by the three

respondent groups—Extension administrators, county agricultural agants,

and agricultural Extension specialists—both collectively and separately.

2. To determine the relative degree of emphasis that Is currently

being given to these selected specialist functions — perceived by the

three respondent groups, both collectively and separately.

3. To determine the relationship between the emphasis that should

be given and the emphasis currently being given these specialist functions

as perceived by the three respondent groups, both collectively and sep^

rately.
*
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4. To determine the degree of agreement amoiig the agricultural

Extension •peclallsts by project groups concerning the relative degree

of eiit>hasl* they believe should be given these functions.

5. To determine if there is a reUtlonship between years of ex-

perience as an Extension specialist and the relative degrees of emphasis

that agricultural Extension specialists believe should be placed on these

functions.

The data used in this study were collected by a structured, mail

questionnaire submitted to all of the Kansas Extension personnel in the

three respondent group categories. The actual percentages of usable respon-

ses were: Extension administrators—55 per cent, county agricultural

agents—84 per cent, and agricultural Extension specialists—95 per cent.

The three respondent groups were asked to rate the fourteen specialist

functions both as to the eophasis that should be given and as to the

eiq>hasls currently being given thaa. Each of the functions was rated

on a scale of one (lowest emphasis) to five (highest enphasls).

The information from the questionnaires was punched onto IBM cards

for eoiq>utatlon. The computer program utilized gave by respondent groups

the ratings of each specialist function by numbers, percentage distribu-

tions, and mean weighted scores. The fourteen functions were then ranked

according to mean weighted scores for each of the respondent groups.

These rankings were used for comparisons of the "should be" and the

"currently being" ratings among the different study groups, for a par-

ticular function, a difference of four or more ranks between two sets of
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rankings was assumed to be a considerable difference.

The overall dagree of agreeaenc between two sets of rankings was

•asured by the Spearman coefficient of rank correlation (rho) and the

significance of rho was tested by the one-tailed t-test. For a measure

of agreeaent among three sets of rankings, the Kendall coefficient of

concordance (H) was used. The significance of W was tested using a

chl-square test. The consensus figure—this was the largest percentage

of respondents who selected the same degree of enphasls for a particular

function—was used as a limited measure of the agreement within a par-

ticular group.

lUtUMlT AID) CONCLDSIONS BY OBJECTIVES

Th« suomary and conclusions for this study are organised according

to the five stated objectives and presented as follows:

CTalective I: To determine the relative degree of emphasis that

should be given to certain selected specialist functions as perceived

by the three respondent groups—Extension administrators, county agri-

cultural agents, and agricultural Extension spacislists—both collectively

and separately.

There was a great deal of general agraanent among all three

respondent groups concerning the relative emphasis that should be given

the specialist functions. This agreement Is Indicated by the Kendall

coefficient of concordance obtained by comparing all three sets of

ranklxigs together. The resulting H was .833 which was significant soaMwfaare
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becwaen the .01 and .001 lartla.

In cooparlng two group* , the greatest degree of agreeaent was

between the county agricultural agents and the specialists, while the

lowest agreement was between the Extension administrators and the agents.

The rho correlations with their corresponding levels of significance for

the three eonparlsons are listed below:

Groups rho Level of Significance

Agents vs. Specialists +.912 .0005

Administrators vs. Specialists +.691* .0005

Agents vs. Administrators +.666 .005

There were no functions on which there was a considerable dif-

ference between the agent and the specialist rankings. The specialists

and administrators differed considerably on only one function. Even

between the agents and the administrators there were only three functions

on which there were considerable differences.

The largest disagreement In the "should be" rankings was on the

function "Acting as an on-call source . . ." While both the county agent

and the specialist groups ranked this function second only to "Keeping up

to data . . .," the administrators gave it a ranking of 11.5. The ad-

ministrators ranked "Developing and supplying visual aids ..." first

in "should be" emphasis while both the agents and specialists ranked it

at 4.9. The administrators felt that considerably more es^hasis should

be given to "Developing an Interest ..." than did the agents. The
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agent*. In turn, ranked "Holding public oeatings" conaldarably higher

than did the adnlniatratort.

As an indication of agreeaent within Individual group*, consenaus

figures were compared. The administrators had the greatest amount of

consensus reaching high (70 per cent or more) or medium (SO to 69 per

cent) consensus on nine of the fourteen specialist functions. The agents

reached high or aedium consensus on six functions while the specialists

did so on only three function*. Among all three groups there was a

definite tendency for the higher ranking functions to have the higher

consensus figures.

Whan all the comparisons had been made and the data analysed, one

fact was most apparent. In spite of the general agreement among all

three respondent groups, it was quite evident that the specialists were

in closer agreement with the county agents than with the aitainlstrators

on what the specialist's role should b«.

Ob.lective 2: To determine the relative degree of emphasis that

Is currently being given to these selected specialist functions as per«

celved by the three respondent groups, both collectively and separately.

There was general agreement among the thraa raspondant groups con-

cerning the relative emphasis currently being given the specialist func-

tions. However, the overall agreeaent was lower on the "currently being"

ratings than It was on the "should be" ratings. The Kendall coefficient

of concordance (H) for the three sets of "currently being" rankings was

.692 which was significant sonewhera between the .02 and .01 levels using
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the chl-square t«it.

In eoaparing the ranking* according to current emphasis between

two respondent groups, the highest degree of agreement was between the

administrators and the specialists. The comparison between these two

groups was the only comparison that yielded a higher rho correlation

for "currently being" enphasis than for "should be" eiif>hasls. The

lowest agreaaant was between the Bztenslon adninistrators and tba

county agents. The rho correlations for the "currently being" rankings

with their corresponding levels of slgnificsnce are listed below:

Groups

Administrators vs. Specialists

Agents vs. Specialista

Administrators vs. Agents

rho Level of SlKnificanee

+.726 .0005

+.552 .01

+.349 .10

The administrators and the specialists differed considerably on

only two functions. Specialists felt that thsy ware giving considerably

more emphasis to "Reporting progrsm progress ..." than did the admin-

istrators while the administrators ranked "Developing and supplying visual

aids ..." considerably higher.

The specialist and county agent groups differed far nora widely

on their "currently being" rankings than on their "should be" rankings.

These two groups differed considerably on three functions according to

current eiqphasis. The agents felt that the specialists were giving con-

siderably more emphasis' to "Advising research staff ..." and "Acting
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In a liaison capacity ..." and conalderably laas sa^>hasis to "Perfotai-

ing direct aaxvlca ..." than did the spedallata thaaaelvea.

The administrator and county agent groups differed considerably on

their rankings of seven functions according to current eaphasls. The

agents felt that the specialists ware giving considerably aora eaphaalt

to leaping up to data . . .," "Advising research staff . . .," "Acting

in a liaison capacity . . .i" and "Reporting program progress ..."

than did the administrators. The administrators felt that considerably

nora saphasls was being given to '^>eveloplng and supplying visual alda

. . .," "Parfomlng direct service . . .," and "Training lay leaders

It
• • • .

Among all three respondent groups there was far less consensus on

the "currently being" rankings than on the "should be" rankings. As the

group with the greatest amount of consensus, the administrators reached

nadluB consensus only In six functions.

Obi active ^: To determine the relationship between the emphasis

that should be given and the emphasis currently being given these special-

ist functions as perceived by the three respondent groups, both col-

lectively and separately.

the "should be" and "currently being" rankings of each group were

compared to get an idea of how well each group felt the specialists

currently were doing in meeting that group's expectations. A high degree

of agreement between the two rankings was aasumed to indicate that a

group ballaved that the Iztenalon specialist was doing what be should be
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doing. Ih« rho eorralattona between the "•hould b«" and "currently being"

rankings of the three respondent groups along with their corresponding

lavala of aignlficanee are listed below:

Group rho Level of Sisniflcance

+.769 .0005

-•-.221 Not significant

-.186 Not significant

County Agent*

Specialists

Adninlstrators

The county agent group was the only respondent group with a high

degree of agreement. There were only two functions on which there were

considerable differences. The agenta felt that the specialists should

be giving considerably more emphasis to "Developing and supplying visual

aids . . ." and considerably less emphaala to "Holding public meetings."

It did not appear that the specialists thenselves were as contented

as the county acsnts were with the job they were doing. There were seven

functions on which the specialists differed considerably between their

"should be" and their "currently being" rankings. Three of these func-

tions had extremely wide differences. In terns of relative aiphasls,

specialists felt they should be giving much more emphaais to "Advising

research staff . . ." and much less enphasis to "Holding public meetings"

and "Performing direct service . . . ."

The administrators had the widest disagreement between "should be"

and "currently being" rankings of the specialist functions. On eleven

of the fourteen functions, there were considerable differences between
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the two sets of rankings. The widest variation was on tiM two functions,

"Holding public meetings" and "Acting as an on-call source . . .
."

In tarns of current eiq>ha8is, administrators ranked these functions first

and second respectively. When It came to emphasis that should be given,

however, these same two functions were given rankings of 13 and 11.

S

respectively. The numaroua differences In rankings and the negative

rho correlation seeaad to indicate that the administrators felt there

was little or no relationship between what the specialists should be

doing and what they actually were doing.

A comparison between the "should be" and "currently being" mean

weighted scores revealed a pattern that «aa consistent and common to

all three respondent groins. This pattern was that for equivalently

ranked functions, the mean weighted scores for "currently being" rating*

were consistently lower than those for the "should be" ratings. This

difference was so consistent that it could probably be credited to a

natural tendency for all respondents to rate the specialist's actual

performance somewhat lower than what was desired.

Objective 4: To determine the degree of agreement among the

agricultural Extension specialists by project groups concerning the

relative degree of emphasis they believe should be given these functions.

For this comparison, the specialists were divided into two major

project groups: (1) Project IH specialists, and (2) Projects IV and

Vll specialists. Comparison of the rankings by these two groups indi-

cated that there was general agreement between them concerning the
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relative enphasls that should be given the apedallit functions. The rho

correlation for this comparison was +.677 which was significant at the

.005 level.

The two project groups differed considerably in their rankings on

five of the fourteen functions. Project III specialists ranked "Acting

as an on-call source ..." and 'Gaining agents ..." considerably

higher and "Acting in a liaison capacity . . .," "Backing up county

programs. . .," and "Reporting program progress . . ." considerably

lower than did the Project IV and VII specialists.

Objective ^i To detemine if there is relationship between years

of experience as an Kxtension specialist and the relative degrees of

emphasis that agricultural Extension specialists believe should be

placed on these functions.

For this objective, the spadalist respondents were broken into

three specialist experience categories: (1) least experienced>-less than

one year, (2) niddle experienced—one year, but less than six, and (3)

most experienced—six years and over.

There was an overall high degree of agreement among all three

experience grotqis concerning the enphaais that should be given the

specialist functions. This was indicated by the Kendall coefficient

of concordance (W) for the three scoops of .895 which was significant

at the .001 level.

In cooparing the experience group rankings by pairs, the least

agreement was between the least experienced and middle experienced groups.
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buc evan this was a ralatlvely high agreement. The alddle experienced

and most experienced groups reached nearly perfect agreessnt with the

highest rho correlation of any comparison made In this study. The rho

correlations with their corresponding levels of significance for the

three casq>arlsona are listed below:

Group

Least vs. Middle Experienced

Least vs. Host Experienced

Middle vs. Most Experienced

rho Level of Significance

+.773 .0005

t-.845 .0005

f.930 .0003

It would appear from these figures that regardless of years of

specialist experience, the specialists had—with minor varlatlons—a

high degree of agreement concerning what their job should be.

CENEUU. CONCLUSIONS

On both the "should be" and the "currently being" rankings, the

Extension administrators and the county agents had the lowest agreement

of any two respondent groups confiared. This disagreement carried through

to the comparison of "should be" against "currently being" rankings.

The county agents felt that the specialists in general were actually

giving the relative emphasis that they should to the selected functions.

The administrators, on the other hand, did not seem to feel that there was

any relationship between what the specialists should be doing and what thay

actually ware doing.
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In every type of comparison, the specialist group fall •oaMrhere

between the administrators and the agents. On emphasis that should b«

given, the apedallats agreed far aore closely with the agents, but on

current emphasis, they agreed more closely with the administrators.

The specialists tended to agree with the administrators that they were

not giving th« functions the relative emphasis that thay should, but they

did not feel as strongly on this as did the administrators. Consistently

they were somewhere between the other two respondent groups.

Considering the relationships of the agricultural Extension, special-

ist to the administrators and the county agents, these conclusions would

seem to place the specialist In an awkward position. Administratively,

the specialist is responsible to the Extension administrators, yet his

effectiveness is measured largely In terma of bow well he can relate to

and meet the demands of the county agents. The specialist, therefore,

would appear to be placed In the position of necessarily trying to ac-

comodate two somewhat different sets of expectations.

While it is true that the adminiatrators and agents w*re in rela-

tively close agreement on the "should be" rankings, their wider disagree-

ment on the "currently being" rankings would indicate that the Cvo groups

night be using different evaluative standards in measuring the actual

performance of the specialists. The widely different correlations be-

tween administrators and agents on the "should be"-"currently being"

conparisons would lend support to this assumption.

IPerhaps the fact pointed to most strongly by the results of this
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•tudy «•• that there was a lack of affective eoanmlcatton among all

three reapondent groupa concerning the apeclallat'a rola>-moat particularly

between administrators and agents. This lack of conaunlcatlon might

actually be a far stronger factor In the differences observed than any

variations In evaluative standarda or outright disagreement on emphasis

would be.

An example might be on tha function 'Acting aa an on-eall source

of Information for agents to phone or write on problems." All three

respondent groups agreed that the specialists were giving this function

a relatively high degree of current es^hasls. The specialists and county

agents also rated this function extremely h:\.gh on "should be" emphasis,

but the administrators ranked it low. The question might be raised aa

to whether the agents had communicated the high value they placed on this

particular function to the administrators.

Another Indication of this lack of conmunlcatlon was the fact that

there appeared to be a fairly high degree of agreement among the three

groups as to the emphasis that should be given and yet completely dif-

ferent viewpoints among them as to how well the specialists were meeting

their expectations. This raises a number of valid questions. Are the

specialists effectively Informing both administrators and agents on tha

Job they actually are doing? Are the administrators effectively com-

municating to the specialists on what their expectations are concerning

the specialist's Job and on how well they believe thaae expectations are

presently being met? Are the county agents actually coominlcating to the
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adnlntatrators what their naada ars In temia of peciallat asslatance

and how wall thay faal these needs are presently being net? Certainly

these questions need to be asked In light of the results of this study.

Before the specialist can reach mwTlimiiii effectiveness in bis Job,

there mat be reasonable conaensus aaong the specialists, adniniatrators,

and agenta on what this job should be and on how well It is presently

being dona. And before there can be this reasonable consensus, there

sust be open and effective coanunlcatlon among all three groups con-

cerning the apecialist's role.

KBCOMKENDAIIONS

The following recomnendations are based upon the results of

this study and the author's Interpretations of these results.

1. The findings of this study should be made available to all

groups of respondents involved in this study. They should

definitely be made available to those responsible for teach-

ing "duties and responsibilities of Extension specialists"

in the Induction Training Program.

2. A further study should be made to determine if the viewpoints

of Extension specialists other than agricultural Extenaion

specialists are significantly different from thoae expressed

by the specialists in this study.

3. A position or Job description should be davalopsd for the

Kansas Extension specialist to provide broad guidelinaa and
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a framBHork by which both new and old spedallsCa Btght

evaltiate their own performances. Any grovip responalble for

developing such a Job description for Extension specialists

should Include both administrators and county agents to

allow a toore complete exchange of Ideas on the specialist role.

4. There should be bobs positive provision made for more open

and effective connunlcatlon among specialists, administrators,

and county agents In the Kansas Cooperative Extension Service

concerning what the specialist Is doing and should be doing.

5. There should be aone definite provision made for periodically

reevaluating the role of the specialist In light of now and

changing programs and en^hasls In the Kansas Cooperative

Extension Service.
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A FULL AH) ABBREVUTBD LISTING OP THE SILECTBO

SFBCULIST FUNCTIONS

•0low are llsCed Che fourteen •pectalltC i

Standard abbreviated fom used throughout
functions in full and in the

the text.

Cooplete Statement Abbreviated Fom

1

1

1. Acting as an on-call source of Infor-

mation for agents to phone or write
on problems

1. Acting as an on-call
source ...

2. Backing up county programs vlth
suitable statewide publicity In the

form of news releases, radio talks,

TV programs, or other mass media
techniques

2. Backing up county pro-
grams . . .

3. Ferformlng direct service type acti-
vities, such as making visits to an
Individual farm, home, or firm

3. Performing direct ser-

vice . . .

4. Serving as a resource person to

agents and county Extension
councils In county program
development

4. Serving as a resource
person . . .

5. Advising research staff on the re-

search needs and problems deter-

mined In the field

5. Advising rasaarch staff . . .

6. Training agents In subject matter.
Its application, and msthods of
presentation

6. Training agents ...

7. Helping agents evaluate projects

that have been carried out In

specific subject-matter areas

7. Helping agents evaluate . . .

8. Holding public meetings 8. Holding public osetings

9. Acting in a liaison capacity between
Extension and Industries in their
field on new projects, recogmendatlona
marketing, field tests, and research
findings

9. Acting in a liaison capa-
city . . .

1



Complete Statement Abbreviated Fora

10. Developing an Interest at the county 10. Developing an Interest

level In the specialist's subject-

oatter area where there Is a need

for this specialty

11. Developing and supplying to agents
visual aids, leaflets, bulletins,
and other materials that could be

used by agents In carrying out

county programs

12. Training lay leaders In subject

matter. Its application, and

methods of presentation

13. Reporting program progress and

acconp llshments

U. Keeping up to date on pertinent new
developments and research In his

•ubjact aactcr area

11. Developing and supplying
visual aids ...

12. Training lay leaders

13. Keporting program progress

14. Keeping up to date .
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TO: Kansas Cooperative Extetislon Service Staff Members

RE: "The Role of Cooperative Extension Personnel in Kansas"

Dear Colleagues:

Attached to this letter is an Opinion Survey designed to

give you the opportunity to express your feelings regarding
certain functions of Extension Personnel.

Please respond conscientiously to all items on all pages .

No attempt will be made to identify individual respondents.

You should be able to complete the questionnaire in 20 to

30 minutes.

Please return the completed i|uestionnaire to my office not

later than December 15, 1964.

HEJ:sf

Attachment

Sincerely yours.

Harold E. Jones
Director

Kansas State University of Agriculture and Applied Science and United States Department of Agriculture Cooperating
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THE ROLE OF COOPERATIVE EXTENSION PERSONNEL IN KANSAS

Purpose of the Study

This study represents one step In the attempt to define more clearly

the various Jobs of Cooperative Extension Personnel In Kansas, The results

of the study will be made available to committees working on Job descrip-

tion* during 1965.

The study deals with certain Identified functions of staff members.

The primary purpose Is to determine the degree of concensus among members

of the Extension staff and among members of county executive boards as to

the order of Importance of these functions, now and In the future .

The data will be analyzed by graduate students In Extension Educa-

tion at Kansas State University.

General Instructions

a. Please do not sign the questionnaire.

b. There are no "right" or "wrong" responses to the statements.

Your own feelings and opinions, based on your knowledge and

experience, as of now are Important.

c. Please disregard IBM numbers In the margins as they are to

be used for tabulation purposes only.

d. Please re-check the total questionnaire after you have completed

It to make sure you have responded to all Items on all pages.



THE ROLE OF COOPERATIVE EXTENSION PERSONNEL IN KANSAS

QUESTIONNAIRE ^"^

I.B.M.

Col. No.

1.

2.

3.

4. Please check Che category into which your present position falls;

1. ^Administration (includes all people in Project 1 plus State Leaders,
Associate State Leaders, and Academic Department Heads)

2. District Agricultural Agent

3. District Home Economics Agent

4. Specialist (Includes Associate and Assistant Editors, Section Leaders,
District Economists, P.M. Fieldmen, Area Agriculturalists, Area and District
Foresters, Area Engineers, Assistants to State Leaders, and 4-H Club Spec-
ialists)

5. ^Agricultural Agent (includes County Agricultural Agents, Assistant County
Agricultural Agents and Male Assistant County Extension Agents)

6. Home Economics Agent (Includes County Home Economics Agents, Assistant
County Home Economics Agents, Female Assistant or Associate County Exten-
sion Agents)

7. ^4-H Club Agent (Includes County Club Agents and Assistant County
Club Agents)

5. Please indicate your Extension project number (county workers check Project 8):

1. Project 1 (Extension Administration) 5. Project 5 (Home Economics)

2. Project 2 (Information) 6. Project 6 (4-H)

3. Project 3 (Agricultural Production, 7. Project 7 (Community Public
Management and Natural Affairs)
Resources)

8. Project 8 (County Extension
4. Project 4 (Marketing) Operations)

6. Sex:

1. Male 2. Female



7. Age - as of December 1, 1964:

1. Under 25 years 4. 45 & under 55 years

2. 25 & under 35 years 5. 55 & under 65 years

3. 35 & under 45 years 6. 65 years & over

8. Number of years experience as a county Extension worker as of December 1, 1964:

1. None 5. 11 years but less than 16

2. Less than 1 year 6. 16 years but less than 21

3. 1 year but less than 6 7. 21 years and over

4. 6 years but less than 11

9. Number of years experience in your present type of Extension work as of December 1, 1964:

1. Less than 1 year 4. 11 years but less than 16

2. 1 year but less than 6 5. 16 years but less than 21

3. 6 years but less than 11 6. 21 years and over

10. What Is the highest degree you hold as of December 1, 1964?:

1. Bachelor

2. Master's

3. Doctor's

11. Have you done graduate work beyond degree checked above?:

1

.

^Yes 2

.

^No

12. Have you completed the 3 week Kansas Extension Service Induction Training Program?:

1. Yes 2. No

13. (If a county worker) In which Extension District do you work?:

1. ^Central 4. Northwest

2. Northeast 5. Southwest

3. Southeast

14. (If a county worker) would you classify the economy of your county as rural or urban?:

1. Rural 2. ^Urban

15. Have you ever taken a college course In Extension Education?:

1. Yes 2. No
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SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS

On the following pages are lists of functions Indentlfled
from the literature and research studies which are performed by
individuals In various Job categories of the Cooperative Extension
Service. Please evaluate the functions listed for each of the
Job categories included In this questionnaire. There are two sets
of rating scales for each function. On rating scale I, please
Indicate the degree of emphasis you believe should be given to each
function by ^Irclinsl the appropriate number.

On rating scale II , (glrcTj) the number indicating the degree of
emphasis you feel is currently given to each function.

If you feel important functions have been omitted , please add
and indicate the degree of emphasis.

Definitions :

(^ Major Emphasis - A function which receives (or should receive)
a great deal of attention and top priority of time.© Important Emphasis - A function which is seldom (or seldom should
be) neglected, but might be postponed for top priority work.

(3; Intermediate Emphasis - A function which is done (or should be done)
but m^ht be postponed for more urgent work.

\2) Minor Emphasis - A function which might be (or might ought to be
done)^ut only if a person finds time.

(l_) No Emphasis - A function on which no time is (or ought to be)
spent.

PLEASE RESPOND TO ALL ITEMS ON ALL PAGES



FUNCTIONS OF EXTENSION SPECIALISTS

(Includes Associate and Assistant Editors, Section Leaders,

District Economists, Farm Management Fleldmen, Area Agri-

culturists, Area and District Foresters, Area Engineers,

Assistants to State Leaders, 4-H Club Specialists.)
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Deck No. 2

Functions of Extension
Specialists

I

Emphas
should be

Ls

given

II

Emphasis
currently being

:u ic :1 3n given function

u

B
n

u

1
u
cM

o
c

s

c
to

t-l

T3

aM

o

s

50, Acting as an on-call source of information for

agents to phone or write on problems. 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

52. Backing up county programs with suitable state-
wide publicity in the form of news releases,

radio talks, TV programs, or other mass media
techniques. 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

54. Performing direct service type activities, such
as making visits to an individual farm, home, or

firm. 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

56. Serving as a resource person to agents and county
Extension councils in county program development. 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

58. Advising research staff on the research needs and

problems determined in the field. 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

50. Training agents in subject matter, its appli-

cation^ and methods or presentation. 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

52. Helping agents evaluate projects that have been
carried out in specific subiect-matter areas. 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

54. Holding public meetings. 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

56, Acting In a liaison capacity between Extension
and Industries in their field on new projects,
recommendations, marketing, field tests, and
research findings. 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

58, Developing an interest at the county level in
the specialisA subject-matter area where there
Is a need for this speciality. 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

'0. Developing and supplying to agents visual aids,
leaflets, bulletins, and other materials that
could be used by agents in carrying out county
programs. 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

'2. Training lay leaders in subject matter, its ap-

plication and methods of presentation. 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

'4. Reporting program progress and accomplishments. 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

'6. Keeping up to date on pertinent new developments
and research In his sublect matter area. 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

'8. Other (snecifv) 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
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Purpo»« and Procedure

Tha purpoae of this study was to examine the role of the agri-

cultural Extension specialist In the Kansas Cooparatlva Ixtenslon Ser>

vice aa perceived by tha Extension admlnlatrator, the county agricultural

agent, and the specialist hioself. The role was examined in terns of

fourteen preselected specialist functiona.

The data were gathered using a structured, nail questionnaire sub-

itted to all the Kanaas Extension personnel in the three respondent

group categorlea. Reapondents were asked to rate each function on a

five point scale according to anphasis that should be given and then

•ccerding to anphaais currently being given. Tha functions were then

ranked by different respondent groups by use of nean weighted score.

Methods of analysis used were: rank difference, coefficient of cor-

relation, and coefficient of concordance.

Eesults

1. There was general agraaasnt aaong the three respondent groups

concerning tha relative emphasis that should be given the specialist

functiona. The specialists were in closer agreeaant with tha county

agents than with the administrators on what the spedaliat'a role should

be. The lowest degree of agreement was between the adninistrators and

aganta. Both the specialists and agents felt that "Acting aa an on-

call source of information for agenta to phone or write on problea*"

was a very important function while adninistrators ranked it relatively

low.
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2. While th«re wei geiwral agraeoant among Che three respondent

group* concerning the relative enphasia currently being given tha ipecial-

ist function*, the overall agreement waa lower than on the "should be"

rating*. The highest degree of agreement on the current enphasis ranking*

wa* between the administratora and the specialiat*. Thi* was tha only

coafiarison which *howed nore agreement on the "currently being" than

on the "should be" ranking*. Tha lowest agreeMnt on the current eqihasi*

ranking* waa between the adminlatrator* and the county agent*.

3. The "*hould be" and "currently being" ranking* of each group

were coapared to get an idea of how well each group felt tha apecialiat*

currently were doing in meeting that group'a expectation*. The county

agent group was the only respondent group with a high degree of agreement

between its "ahould be" end "currently being" ranking*. The data aeemed

to indicete that the adminiatratora felt there waa little or no relation-

*blp between whet the epecialiat* should be doing and what they actually

are doing.

4. There wes general agreement among the agricultural Ixtension

•padalists in the different project groups concerning the relative

a^hMi* that should be given the fourteen specialiat functions.

J. The nuid>er of years of specialist experience did not appear

to have e aignificant effect on the "should be" renkings given the

fourteen functions by the agricultural Extenaion specia l ists.
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Recommendaelom

1. A further atudy abould b« inada to datermln* if tha viewpoints

of Bxtenaion pecialtete other than agricultural Kxtenalon apeciallsta

are significantly different from those expressed by the specialists in

this study.

2. A position or Job description should ba devslopad for the

Kansas Kxtcnaion specialist to provide broad guidelines and a framework

by which both new and old specialists adght evaluate their own perfom-

ances. Any group responsible for developing such a job description for

Extension specialists should include both administrators and county

•gents to allow a aore cooplete exchange of ideas on the specialist

role.

3. There should be sooe positive provision aade for nore open

and effective conmunication among specialists, adminiatrators, and

county agents in the Kansas Cooperative Bxtenaion Service concerning

what the specialiat la doing and should be doing.

4. There should be sooe definite provision made for periodically

re-evaluating the role of the specialist in light of new and changing

program and enphasls in the Kansas Cooperative Extension Service.


